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I. INTRODUCTION

Actinides, the last known group of the periodic table are the subject
of a special interest, both practical and scientific. Though their use is
mainly based on their unique nuclear properties, the electronic structure is
of no little interest because it is of paramount importance in determining the
physical and chemical properties of the actinides and their compounds.
Despite the common tendency to consider the actinides group a* a new
rare-earth group, similar to the lanthanides, numerous data show that this
group has a definite identity, evidenced mainly in the first half of the
group. At the beginning of the actinldes group a contraction of the 5f
electronic shell takes place (actinide contraction) but this is not so sharply
manifested as the contraction of the lanthanides Af shell. In the actinide
group the energy separation of the 5f, 66 and 7s electronic levels is small,
whereas for the lanthanides the Af electrons are strongly localized. This
leads

to a strong competition between the 5f, 6d and 7s electrons in

determining the electronic properties of the actinides and their compounds.
Another consequence of the weaker 5f contraction is that thd ionic radius of
the actinide ions is greater than that of the corresponding lanthanide ions. A
determinant

factor

for

actinides

is

the

increased

importance

of

the

relativistic effects, mainly shown in the increase of the spin-orbit coupling
(which is usually twice that of the lanthanides), which combined with a
decrease in the Coulomb interelectronic repulsion leeds to a severe breakdown
of the Ruisell-Saunders coupling.
These main factors together with other

effects due to the complexity

of the atomic systems under discussion lead to clear characteristics of the
actinides, as follows:
1/ ...

2/ ...
(a) A great variety of valence states. Mhereas with lanthanides the usual
valence state in compounds is *3 and sometimes also +2 and/or •*, with
actinides the «hole series of ions, from +2 to +6 (or even +7) is often found;
(b) The most stable valence state of the actinides is usually larger than for
lanthanides, especially at the beginning of the group;
(c) The crystal

field effects are about

twice as strong as with

the

lanthanides;
(d) The extreme breakdown of the Russell-Saunders coupling makes it necessary
to consider fully intermediate coupling in crystal field calculations.
These effects shown especially with the lighter actinides lead to the
interesting situation that some of their properties are similar to those of
the 3d elements rather than to the lanthanides. However, it woulo be
incorrect to overemphasize this similarity and the best «ay is to consider the
actinides not only as f elements, but also to consider the whole electronic
structure and the effective radii of the electronic shells. The stronger
contraction of the 5f shell in the second half of the actiniae group allows
closer similarity with the lanthanides, but even here it is not perfect.
The great variety of valence states of the actinides makes it
possible that the ions of
configurations.

For

a given

example,

element

uraniu*

ions

span a wide range of Sf"
span

all

the

electronic

configurations (from +6 to +2) at the beginning of the series, where the
identity of the actinide grovp is chiefly manifested.
The very complex behaviour of the actinides combined with, in many
cases, a lack of spectroscopic data on free ions, makes it necessary to study
their compounds by a multitude of pnysical methods. It is not the aim of this
review to discuss fully the electronic properties of the actinides, but to
show what results can be obtained by the use of electron

paramagnetic

resonance (EPR). This task is difficult since excellent reviews on the subject
have been given by Abragam

and Bleaney [1] and by Boatner and Abraham 123.
2/ ...

3/ ...
However, some new results obtained since these reviews have been published,
many of them by the present authors, makes it useful to present this review. A
review of magnetic resorv^e studies on uraniun compounds, related mainly to
their use in nuclear energetics has recently been published [3].
EPR has been vei ' effective in the study of uraniun ions in crystals,
the main results being as allows:
(a) Determination of the nuclear spin, the nuclear magnetic moment and
electric quadrupole moment for the isotopes 233 and 235;
(b) Identification of the valence state of uranium ions in crystals;
(c) Identification of the symmetry and structure of different uranium centers
in crystals;
(d) Identification of the c i w d state of uraniun ions in crystals and of the
influence of other electronic state on this. These results show the importance
of the intermediate coupling in the case of actinides;
(e) Crystal field studies, emphasizing the role of covalency.
We hope that this review clearly shows these results and also
indicates that the t?R studies of uranium ions in crystals has further
potential.

II. URANIUM IONS IN CRYSTALS

A. Electronic structure of uranium and its ions

1. General properties

uranium was discovered in 1789 by M.H.Klaproth in pitchblende. In
1841 E.Peligot showed that the semimetallic substance separated by Klaproth
was in fact

the uraniun dioxide. At the formulation of the periodic system of
3/ . . .

4/ . . .

elements in 1672 by D.Mendeleeff, uranium was the heaviest known element. In
1896 H.Becquerel discovered the radioactivity of uranium. This discovery gave
a strong impetus to studies on uranium and in the year 1939, when nuclear
fission was discovered (Hahn and Strassman) uranium became one element cf the
greatest scientific and practical interest. Tnis is because

235

U is the only

natural, nuclide which undergoes nuclear fission in a reaction with slow
neutrons.
Uraniup has fourteen isotopes, with mass numbers from 227 to 240.
Only three of these, namely 234,' 235 and 238 isotopes occur in nature with
abundances of 0.006%, 0.71% and 99.28% and with lifetimes for
5

8

<* -decay of

9

2.47x10 y, 7.1x10 y and 4.51x10 y, respectively

[4J. For nuclear power,

of great importance are the natural isotope 235 and the synthetic isotope 233
( « -active, lifetime of 1.6xJD5y) as fissile materials and the isotope 238
as a fertile material. The nuclei of the even isotopes have zero nuclear spin
and magnetic moments, while the odd isotopes have half-integral values of the
nuclear spin quantum number and non-zero nuclear magnetic moment.
The electronic structure of atomic uranium and its ions or compounds
is still not completely clear. The optical spectra of neutral (U I ) , singly
ionized (U+ or U II), four-fold ionized (U4* or U V) and five-fold ionizeo
(lr* or U VI) uranium are known and there is no reported analysis on the
free-ion spectra of the other ions. On the other hand, in the condensed state
only the ions

to IT* have been stabilized.

The ionic radii of the different uranium ions are not very large
(1.03 8 for U 5 *, 0.93 8 for U**f 0.68 % for U 5 * and 0.82flto 0.73 S for
u*

[5] and they

can easily

substitute

in crystals

the alkali or

alkaline-earth ions as well as other diamagnetic cations as La , Y

or

Th A + . Uranium ions can substitute for cations of a much lower valence in
crystals, the electric charge difference being compensated by different means
such as substitutional anions of higher valence, interstitial anions, cationic
4/ ...

5/ . . .
vacancies, substitutional cations of lower valency and so on. Thus a great
variety of uranium centers in diamagnetic crystals can be obtained and
detailed information on the electronic structure of the uranium ions can be
inferred from these studies. However, much care must be exercised because the
covalency in crystals may severely alter the properties of the ions in
crystals as compared with the free ions.
The electronic structure of uranium has been the subject of a long
debate. Though as early as 1923 Bohr [6] suggested that the filling of the 5f
shell must begin around the element 91, early argunents in the favour of
uranium as a 6d element have been raised 17]. This controversy lasted almost
two decades until firm data on chemical properties of the uranium compounds,
effusion spectroscopy, optical absorption spectra in solutions and crystals,
crystallographic and magnetic studies have clearly established some of the
main electronic properties of uranium and its compounds. The findings have
subsequently been confirmed or completed by refined physical methods such as
neutron diffraction, photoelectronic emission spectroscopy and EPR.

2. Brief theoretical account
A theoretical study of the atomic structure of uranium is a very
difficult task due to the inherent complications which arise in the study of
large quantum systems [8-10]. Many calculations have been performeo in order
to ascertain the electronic structure, spectroscopic parameters and other
parameters of Interest such as the radial integrals for crystal fieid studies.
Due to the complex interactions in such systems the wave equation can be
solved only approximately. We consider here a free atom w.thout nuclear spin.
In a non-relativistic theory, the main terms in tne Hamiltonian are
the kinetic term
V
Ze2
Z_ - ~r~ t the

Z_

T~~ » the electron-nuclear electrostatic interaction
r - e2
interelectronic repulsion 2_ — and the spin-orbit
V ...
!

6/ . . .
coupling /

3fV 8 i

*

Tne B a i n

P81*

of

tnis

Haiti It onian is composed of tne

first three which are of an order of magnitude of 10 cm" . Because of the
lack of spherical symmetry of the interelecţronis repulsion the tave equation
for these three terms cannot be solved exactly. For this reason the
interelectronic repulsion is divided into two parts: the spherical symmetric
part (the most important) is introduced together with the first two terms in
the zeroth-Qrder Hamiltonian H, while the aswnetric part tt- (of order
10 -10

cm~ ) acts as a perturbation on the states of H,. The wave

equation with the Hamiltonian H^ is solved by Hartree [11J or Hartree-Fock
[12] methods which lead to the transformation of the multielectronic equation
in a sun of unielectronic equations with central potential.
In the Hartree method the total wavefunction of the system is a
product of unielectronic wavefunctions, with the only restriction given by the
Pauli principle. The central potential represents in this case the spherial
potential created at the site of a given electron by the nucleus and the other
electrons. This potential does not include the exchange effects and there is
no correlation between the states of the different

electrons. In the

Hartree-Fock method,the multielectronic wavefunction is a totally antisymmetric
determinantal product of unielectronic wavefunctions which leads to an
additional exchange term in the central potential.Because the exact calculation
of the exchange potential by the Hartree-Fock method is very difficult
different approximations such as the Slater potential [13], the Kohn-Sham
potential [14], the parametrized Slater potential [13], the X ex-potential [16]
have been used. The unielectronic energies depend only on the quantum numbers
n and 1, while the unielectronic wavefunctions depend on n, 1, m, and m .
The energy state characterized by the quantun nunbers (n^, 1.) specifies a
2(21ţ+l) degenerate electronic shell. The solution of the multielectronic
equation is a series of energy states specified by a sequence of quantun
numbers (n^l,) 1 (n2l2) 2 . . . (nNlN) N and called electronic configuration*.
6/ ...

7/ ...

The

nonspherical

Hamlltonian

potential

H^

acts

usually

as

a

perturbation on the central field wpvefunctions within a given configuration.
This approximation which neglects the configuration interaction aay not be
always correct, especially in case of the heavy atoas. Mhan the interaction
Hj is »uch stronger than the spin-orbit coupling, it splits the electronic
configurations in spectral teres characterized by the total orbital aoaentua L
and total spin S quantui nuabers (the so-called Russell-Sawders coupling). In
the calculation of the effect of H. in a given electronic configuration (of
equivalent

or

non-equivalent

electrons) or

in

the calculation

of

tne

configuration mixing, two kinds of integrals (the electrostatic F t k ' and
exchange Gr ') must be coaputed. For a configuration of equivalent electrons
the effect of H. can be coapletely described by the electrostatic parameters
F ( k \ with k=0,2,Aand6.
The spin-orbit

coupling of

uraniu* is about

2xKT

cm

. This

interaction couples the spin and the orbital angular momenta» and in the
Russell-Saunders treatment L and S are coupled to give a total angular
Momentul J. This causes splitting of each spectral term into a number of
energy levels characterized by the quantum number 3 which has values between
L-S

and L*S. This splitting can be expressed with the spin-oroit radial

integral T l • A level is (23*1) degenerate, each state being characterized
by the quantua nuabers (n 1 L S J N . ) . when tne spin-orbit interaction is
very strong it can couple different spectral terms. This leads to a breakdown
of the Russell-Saunders coupling and the only "good" quantui number is the
total angular momentul J. The wavefunction far each level contains admixtures
from different L and S states but of the same J. This situation is called
Intermediate coupling and each level is labeled, besides the "good* quanta*
number J, by the L and S of the main component of the wavefunctions. The
extreme

situation

when

the spin-orbit coupling

is stronger than

the

7/ ...

8/ . . .
interaction Hj,

leads to a coupling of the individual spin and orbital

momentum to give the total angular momentua j of each electron, then these are
coupled to give the total momentua J of the atom. This coupling ( j - j coupling)
is1 a good approximation only for some particular levels in heavy atoas and
does not describe well a general situation even for the heaviest element known.
For heavy atoms, whr-e the product Z 4 approaches unity (at being the
fine structure constant), the relativistic effects become very important.
These can be taken into account with differ em. degrees of approximation. The
simplest is to consider the intermediate coupling, due to strong spin-orbit
interaction and a reduced H» interaction, both of these being relativistic
effects. Another approximation is to use a non-relativistic theory and apply
correction factors obtained by comparing the relativistic and non-relativistic
calculations on simple systems.
However, many cases exist when a rigorous relativistic theory is
necessary. In this case the unielectronic interactions are replaced by the
Dirac Hamlltonian and the interelectronic term is corrected

with the dreit

interaction [17] which is treated as a first-order perturbation. The wave
equation is solved in the same manner as in the non-relativistic case. Many
variants exist, depending on how the exchange potential is taken into account.
Thus almost a l l the variants found i n the non-relativistic treatment have been
adapted for relativistic calculations and we have the relativistic Hartree
(RN) method [18], the relativistic Hartree-Fock, or the Dirac-Fock method {OF)
[19, 20], the relativistic Hartree-Fock-Slater or Dirac-Slater method (O-S)
[21] and so on [22].
Since the nirac Hamiltonian contains the spin-orbit coupling, the
unielectronic wavefurctions are the eigenfunctions

of

the total

angular

momentul J » 1 * s . Jhe unielectronic states are labelled by the quantua hunoers
n l j , the number 1 being retained in order to show the parity of states and the
value of l t o which a state of given J is reduced in the non-relativistic limit.
8/ . . .

9/ . . .
The atomic wavefunction is an antisymmetric product of unielectionic
wavefunctions and is an eigenfunction of the total atomic angular momentua j .
This leads to a j - j coupling. However, because tnis coupling is never achieved
and usually i t i s necessary to use the intermeaiate coupling, the mixing of
different configurations must be taken into account (mixed configuration
Dirac-Fock-MDF-method [23].
A comparison of the few existing data with the parameters computed by
different methods, shows that the relativiştic parameters rather than the
non-relativistic ones approach more closely the experimental ones. The need
for intermediate coupling is

emphasized by the relativistic

calculations

(especially by the theories which include the exchange), which show a decrease
(k)

in the electrostatic Slater parameters Fv

, especially for the heavy ions.

Atomic parameters of neutral uranium and its ions, computed by non-relativistic
parametrized Hartree-Fock-Slater [2A], Dirac-ilater and Oirac-Fock 125J and
mixed configuration Dirac-Fock U6J methods are given in taoie I .

Tabel 1
The .adial parameters ( r }
defined

as

respectively,

i n the relativistic calculations are

= J lP 2 (r)*Qr(r)J r dr, where P(r) ano Q(r) are,
o
the large and small components of the one-electron radial

(r )

wavefunctions [22]. The relativistic values in Table I leprezent the weighted
average of

the values calculated

for

configurations: ( r 1 ) = J J ( r i > 5 / 2 + ~

the relativistic

5f^ /2

and

5*5/2

(rI>7/2.

Free-ion spectroscopic data are available only on neutral uranium,
U+ and u 5 *. For a l l the other uraniun ions, the free-ion d»*a have oeen
deduced from studies on ions in crystals. However, the free-ion data deduced
from the spectroscopic studies on uraniun ions in crystals depend on the
system under study. Two major effects are responsible for this. Firstly, some
atomic parameters are modified due to the fact that the ion is

in a crystal.
9/ . . .

1'-/ ...
Thus the electron delocalization produces an orbital reouction which in turn
modifies the spin-orbit coupling in a degree which differs for each particular
system. Secondly, the interaction with the neighbouring charges in a crystal
produces considerable splitting and nixing of states and may even alter the
relative energies of the levels.

Oue to these effects,

systematic data

obtained by a multitude nf Methods on a given ion in different crystals are
necessary in order to deduce reliable "free-ion" values.

3. Spectroscopic studies

3.a. Neutral uraniu»

The uranium atac has an extremely rich emission »pectrun with about
100,000 identified lines [27, 28]. More than 1,000 energy levels have already
been identified.

New techniques such as multistep

laser

photoionization

spectroscopy [29-31] and dye laser fluorescence spectroscopy [32, 33] allowed
the identification of new high energy levels, including Rydoerg states, in
19^6 the ground state
the lowest level

of uranium was identified

as

(Rn)5f 3 6o^s 2

wit*,

L, [3*, 35J. The uranium spectrum has been identified as

an analogue of the element neodymiun from the lanthanide group, we must note,
however, that the ground configuration of neutral neodymiun is (Xe)Af 6s
with the lowest level

5

I

U

[10, 36]. Tnls difference shows the effect of

the competition between the 5f and 6d orbitals in determining the electronic
properties of the actinides. Subsequent studies [37-39] have confirmed this
identification for uraniun. The theoretical treatment shows that the energy
levels of a given configuration of uranium encompass a very broad energy
spectrum and sane levels of the ground configuration go beyond tne ionization
limit (6.19*1 ev; [31].' The labelling of the energy levels is very difficult
because often none of the couplings

("Lesell-Saunders

or

j-J)

allow

for an

10/ . . .

IV . . .
intermediate coupling wavefunction with a dominant component, weighted at more
than 30» [27J. The lowest levels of the excited configurations arevvery close
to the lowest level of the ground statj and a strong configuration mixing
takes place. The theoretical parameters differ according to the method used,
e.g. the spin-orbit parameter

T 5 f is 2-fiO cm"1 (H-F-S) [40] 1856 cm"1

(0-3) [25, 40], 1503 cm'1 (D-F) 125J or 1717 cm"1 (D-S with an exchange
scaling factor o< * 0.7 [40]) as compared with the experimental values of 1773
cm"1 [41] or 1754 cm"1 [39J. The theoretical value for

J ^ i s 1848

cm"1 (H-F-S), 1475 cm"1 (D-S) or 1363 cm"1 (o(-0-S) [40].

J.b. Single-Ionized uraniu»

The emission spectrum is again very complex [27, 28]. More than 3,000
lines have bean identified so far. A v«."y strong competition between the 5f,
66 and 7s orbltals in determining the electronic properties of this ion is
observed. The ground configuration is 5f> 7s 2 with the nearest excited
configurations Sf3 6d 7s,
value for the 5

5f

5f* 602 and 5f* 7s. The theoretical (D-S)

constant is 1905 cm

for the ground configuration and

1682 cm"1 for the configuration 5f* 7s [25].

3.c. Divalent uranium

No analysis of the free-ion spectra of this ion have been reporteo.
Estimations of the theoretical structure are contradictory.
configuration

for {?* i s

given as 5r

The ground

6d with the ground state

\,
o

[27] while elsewhere [42] the 5 r 7s configuration is the ground state, with
6d and 5f* at about 700 cm" . Having in mind the approximations used
in these estimations (e.g. the estimated [42] ground state for U* is 5f*6d
7s with an error of 500 cm

while the experimental data show clearly that
11/ . . .

12/ . . .

i t is Sf3 7s2) i t is not possible to, reach a correct conclusion without
clear experimental evidence. In a systematic study of the optical spectra of
uranium ions in fluorite, Hargreaves [43, 44] claims to have found a spectrum
belonging to IT* in trlgaal syKsetry and associates this spectrum «1th an
EPR signal from a non-Kramers ion, with g

H

= 3,28 and g A <0.1. Though

initially the ground configuration was identified as Sf3 6d with the lowest
level

5

L6 [43], a subsequent analysis [44] replaced this with Sf3 7 s

with the ground level

I 4 . On the other hand the actiniae ions HP**

[45-67] and pu3* [48] in condensed media, and the lanthanide ions Nd2*
[49] and Pur* [50] have the ground configuration respectively 5f* and
4f* with the lowest level

5

I 4 . It is likely that for U2* the ground

configuration is 5f*. Situations in which the 5f shell becomes lower than 6d
when passing from the neutral atom to ions are known (for instance the ground
configuration is 602 7s

for neutral thoriun, 5f 6d for Tn2* and 5f for

Th3+ [51-54].

The calculated spin-orbit parameter for the 5f* configuration of
U2* is 1725 cm"1 (0-S) or 1391 cm"^ (D-F) [25].

3.d. Trlvalent uranium
The only data on this ion come from optical spectra in crystals and
solutions. The absorption study of IT* in LaCl, has demonstrated that tne
ground state of this ion is Sf3 with a ground level

I ? / 2 [45] in

agreement with an estimate [42]. The optical spectra [45] allowed an
estimation of the spectral parameters and of the spin-orbit coupling

T5f *

1666 cm'1. Ho. ever, this value is affected by tiie orbital reduction and is
not a good estimate of the "free-ion" spin-orbit parameter. The calculations
gave for this parameter the values of 1977 cm

(D-S) or 1632 cm"1 (D-F)

[25]. By comparing the values of the calculated spin-orbit parameters with tne
12/ . . .

13/ . . .
experimental values i t «as concluded [25] that the D-S values are closer to
the experimental data and the agreement is quite good. Kith a numerical
correction, the estimated value of the spin-orbit parameter for U5* is 1767
cm" . The states of U3* reflect the intermediate coupling. The ground
lmrel * l 9 / 2 contains 83% *2 and 15X 2H, the first
4278.4 cm"1 has 95X * I 1 1 / 2 ,
«fl

V

*ID/2,

and 251

2

0.

excited level at

then at 7377.7 cm"1 a Y 3 / 2

The next

levels

are at

level has
1

7948.8 cm"

with 92%

at 9490.9 cm"1 a level with J = 9/2 and 38» 2H, 33» 2Gf 12»

I, 11» T^ and so on. The first excited configuration Sf2 6d is not far
from the ground configuration (27.1x10

cm

[42]) and shows itself as a

group of oroad absorption bands in the visible part of the absorption spectra
of lr

in crystals. The system CaF^ilT* was the second crystal to lase

(55-57, 44], although the structure of the active centers and the details of
the spectra are s t i l l not completely elucidated.

3.e. Tetravalent uraniun

The optical spectra of l'** in crystals [43, 44, 58-60] estaolished
that the ground configuration is 5 r .

The ground level is

H4 with 89X

3

H and 10X *Gf the level at 3500 cm"1 has J = 2 with 92» 3F and 7X

1

0,

the level

3

H5 at 5981 cm"1 and

3

F, at 7033 cm"1 have pure LS

composition, while the next level, at 7743.8 cm"1 with J = 4 has 47» 3F
and 44» Tî. The spectral parameters depend on the particular system under
study,

for instance

ZrSiOA:U**,

and

values for

j .

'800
f

ţ

5f

is

cm"1

1870 cm"1 for CaF^u4*,
for

U**

in

Cs2UCl6-

1780 cm"1 for
The

theoretical

are 2212 cm"1 (D-S) and 1846 cm"1 (D-F) [25], from

which the free-ion value of 1982 cm" is estimated.
The recently reported optical spectra of the free ion [61, 62] are in
gooo agreement with these results: the ground level has J • 4 with 89.3X H
13/ . . .

IV . . .
and 9.8X *G and the first excited level is at «160.6 cm"1 and has J = 2
with
F3

86.3% V

and

at 8983.:, cm"

1

12.95*

0;

the

levels

5

H 5 at

6136.9

c»" 1 and

have indeed pure Russell-Saunders coaposition. The

measured spin-orbit coupling parameter for the free ion is 196812 cm ,
sensibly larger than that Measured from optical spectra of

in crystals.

3.f. Pentavalent uraniua

The optical spectra of the frse ion

163] confirmed the ground

configuration to be 5f , determined previously from optical spectra in
crystals. The two levels of this configuration, i j r7/2

ase

parameter

separated
Tsf

=

by

2i73 9

-

c*

7608.6

cm",»

• ^

cm'1 (D-S) ox 2051 cm'1 (D-F)

which

(ground level) and

gives

calculated values for

the

spin-orbit

J 5 f are 2*42

fro» which a value of 2172 cm'1 was

estimated [25], in excellent agreement with the experimental data. The excited
configurations l i e very high (over 100,OK cm" ) and have no noticeable
influence on the ground configuration.

3.g. Hexavalant uraniu»

This ion has the closed electronic configuration of the inert gas
radon. The ion

is very stable in compounds and can form strong covalent

bonds with its neighbours in crystal.Strong optical transitions have been found
between the molecular orbitals of these bonds.Particularly strong are the bonds
with oxygen with which uraniu» can form stable groups like the linear uranyl
group uoî* or the uranate (octahedral or tetrahedral) group, in which the
uranium ion is equally or almost equally bonded to six or four oxygens.
The ground state of an octahedral lr* complex is a singlet AiQ
which characterize a molecular electronic configuration composed of four
W

fQ
...
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relativistic unielectronic orbitals with a majoritary 2p ligand character
[64-69]. The excited unieiectronic molecular orbitals axe non-bonding and have
mainly
fot

f 11

uranium
*8i

character:
'5

(sith

the

first

five

such

states

over 95% uranium character) then

fJt

are

follow

states

which originate mainly from 6d levels of uraniun (over 87*), after that levels
with 7s uranium character (over 15%).

The first excited molecular electronic
( Jfa)

t'-,,

levels, E,Tj and T 2 . Thus, a charge transition

of

configuration

(

if»)

of

the

configuration

complex

to

is

the

first

which

has

three

energy

an electron from the ground

excited

( J^ fl ) 3

configuration

T-.

under the action of an electromagnetic field (such as light) is accompanied by
three optical absorption lines, from the ground level A, Q to these three
levels. Usually these transitions are in the visiDle range of the spectrum and
their intensity is governed by suitable selection rules.
An axial distortion of the octahedral complex splits the molecular
states. Two major cases can be encountered: (i) weak distortion (weaker than
the inter-electronic Coulombian interaction) which splits the excited levels
(Tj -» A, • E, T, • B 2 • E, E -» Aj • B A ) but not the ground state;
(ii) strong distortion (stronger than the inter-electronic interaction) which
splits the urd-electronic
configuration is now ( t-,)
the
kj

jf- levels in doublets

fe

•

f 7 . The ground

and has a single electronic level, A l Q , and

first electronic configuration is

f-.

f7

and has three levels, A A

and E. As can be seen, the picture of the electronic levels and of the

corresponding

optical

analysis

the

of

transitions

optical

differs

spectra,

for

taking

the

into

two

cases. A

account

the

careful

additional

information which can be obtained from such measurements as Zeeman effect or
magnetic circular dichroism could lead to an unambiguous assignment of the
levels, and thus of the strength of distortion.
The U** complexes have a very large electron affinity (6 to 8 eV).
The

electron

is

trapped

on the

lowest

excited

electronic

level

which
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originates from the 17 unielectronic state. Since this state i s almost a
pure uranium 5f stats, the trapping of the electron practically transforms the
ion in

which is paramagnetic end can be studied by EPR. The

Electron charge calculation for UF, and UF~ shows that the charge on
uraniuB is almost the same in both cases [67] and this situation is expected
far uranatis tco.Thus the trapping of the electron in the anti-bonding /l(5f)
orbital does not modify the symmetry of the complex and does not alter
significantly the unielectronic orbitals.
A similar situation holds in case of che uranyl complexes.

B. Uraniu» ions in crystals

1. General account

If

t .e ions

are introduced

in

crystals

(substitutionally

or

interstitially) an additional interaction with their neighbours takes place.
The source of this interaction is the so-called crystal field which has a
»

definite symmetry, closely connected to the symmetry of the crystalline
environment around the ion in question, the electric charges of the neighbours
and their nature and the presence of some point defects. The magnitude of the
crystal field interaction depends on the electric charges of the ion and of
its neighbours, the nature of the ion and the symmetry of the crystal field,
the dipole and quadrupole polarization of tne ion, the modifications of the
effect of the li.and charge due to its finite charge distribution (charge
penetration and exchange charge penetration), overlap and exchange, covalence
(charge transfer) effects, the ligand-ligand exchange charge and triangular
path contributions [70].
The crystal field interaction affects the electronic structure of the
open-shell ions. The main effects of the crystal field are modification of the
16/ ...
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free-ion spectroscopic parameters
spin-orbit

parameter)

(the Slater F* k ' parameters [71], the

and a splitting

(~ ID 3

cm

in case

of the

actinides) of the energy states of the free-ion. An exact treatment of the
crystal field interaction is very difficult. Usually, approximate metnods are
used, that *ake into account the relative intensities of the crystal-field
interaction H c , the nonapherical interelectronic interaction H~ and the
spin-orbit coupling. Three main cases are observed:
(a) Weak crystal field, when the H Q is weaker than H
calculations

of matrix

elements- of M

between

. This implies

functions

of type

|n 1 s L J M j ) (pure or as parts of the intermediate-coupling wavefunctions).
The crystal field inter&ction leads to a partial or even to a total removal of
the degeneracies of the energy levels. For the ions with odd numbers of
electrons a residual degeneracy of minimii» two is always left (the Kramers
theorem). The J quantum number is often used to label the levels, though the
mixing of the J levels through the crystal field combined with the intermediate
coupling effects can lead to crystal field states containing considerable
admixture from many energy levels. This situation is characteristic for IT*
and

in crystals.

(b) Intermediate crystal field, when H_ is stronger than H
than

H„. The matrix

}n 1 S L H , M A

elements

of H Q

. but weaker

are calculated with the states

inside a given LS term. The crystal field leads to a

partial removal of the M, degeneracy. This situation is characteristic for
LT+- in crystal fields of octahedral symmetry.
(c) Strong crystal field effects when H , is of the same ordei of magnitude
or stronger than H 2 -

2. Symmetry considerations
«

The study of the crystal field effects cm be substantially simplified
by using the group theory [72]. In a free-ion the (2J+1) wavefinction»
17/ . . .
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characterized by

Mj

for* the basis for the irreducible representation

Or of the three-dimensional rotation group R». The symmetry of the crystal
field corresponds to one of the 32 crystallographic point groups which are
subgroups of R,. As a consequence, under the action of a weak crystal field
the irreducible representation £r of the rotation group is reduced according
to the irreducible representations I . of the crystal field point group.
Physically, this corresponds to a splitting of the (2J+1) degenerate J level
into a number' of conponents, each carxnent being labelled by an irreducible
representation of the point group and having a residual degeneracy equal to
the dimension of the representation. In the intermediate field case, the same
arguments are valid for the (2L+1) - dimensional representation D

of the

rotation group.
Mhen

the

angular momentun quantum nunber is even the groups

involved axe the simple point groups. For instance in a
the

DL

representation

representations

f\,

(~2,

is

reduced

fl, |"~4 and

according
I5

to

the

(of dimensions

cubic

field

irreducible
1, 1, 2, 3

and 3) of the group 0^.
If J is odc>, the reduction of €r

is done according

to the

irreducible representations of the double point groups. The cubic double point
group has eight representations, the first five being the same as for the
simple

group,

and

three

new

representations,

[",,

f~_

and

|~8

of

dimensions 2, 2 and A, respectively.
Group theory shows only how a given spectral term or energy level is
«

split in a crystal field of a known symmetry (the nunber of components and
their degeneracy) but cannot give any information concerning the ordering of
the levels and the splittings. This can be obtained only by an actual
calculation of the crystal field effect on the free ion states.

18/ ...
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3. The fictitious angular momentum

In the reduction of Cr in a cubic field, far s o w values of J the
representation

Or

of

the

rotation

group

is

reduced

to

only

one

representation | of the cubic group. This suggests the possibility of
classifying

the

basis

eigenfunctions of a

functions

of

these

representations |~ as

fictitious angular aoaentua J.

the

Thus the reduction

D —» |~~4 shows that the three basis functions of the representation

|~4

(regardless of the value of J) can be identified as the eigenfunctions of a
fictitious angular momentum J with J = 1. The three functions \tl)

, | o ) of

a fictitious J with J. = 1, can be taken also as basis functions for the
representation

[~..

functions of the

The

reduction

shows

that

the

basis

\~6 doublet can be considered as the eigenfunctions of a

fictitious angular momentua with J * 1/2, and this can also be demonstrated
for

T~r

Finally the reduction D 3 7 2 - » |~8 shows that the states of tne

quartet correspond to the projections of a fictitious angular momentum J « 3/2
(even for J larger than 3/2).

a. The crystal field potential

To evaluate the crystal field splittings and the ordering of the
levels one must know the form of the Hamiltonian H c > Since this interaction
must reflect the symmetry of the crystal field, we can anticipate that the
Hamilton!an H £ will be a combination of operators acting on the free ion
states and that the coefficients multiplying these operators and reflecting
the strength of the interaction must be determined by experiment. However, it
is important to have a theoretical model of the crystal field parameters. As
shown above, many mechanisms can contribute to the crystal field interaction,
19/ ...
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and a theoretical consideration of aţi these interactions is a difficult task.
Thus siaplified Models are used which take into account only one or a few
Interactions which are supposed to give essential contribution to the crystal
field potential.
In the electrostatic crystal field aodel the crystal field interaction
is dsterained only by the electrostatic interaction of the ion with its
neighbours in a crystal [73]. The electric charges of these neighbours are
considered

as point

electrostatic

charges

approxiaation

localized
the crystal

at the lattice
field

potential

sites.

In the

V(r,,0*, *f.)

acting on the electron (r A , 8^, f^) of the ion satisfies tne Laplace
V(r A , 8^, f . ) = 0» i.e. there is no interpenetration of the •

equation

electron charge and of its neighbours. As a first approxiaation, only the
nearest neighbors of the ion in the crystal are taken into account. If we
expand in spherical haraonics the electrostatic potential the crystal field
Interaction can be written as

In tesseral harmonics an expression in Cartesian coordinates can be
obtained

H

c - r < p 8 < x i ' y i » *i>

(2

>

Soae restrictions on the expressions (1) and (2) must be iaposed.
Thus,
imposes

the
that

definition

of

ajj*«(-l)q

aj^.

the
Also,

spherical
the

haraonics

triangular

rule

vjj»(-l)q

Yj^

k < 2 l

for

electrons in an (n 1) shell must hold. Mhen the crystal field has inversion
the odd k spherical harmonics have vanishing Matrix elements inside a given
(n 1) state, so they can be omitted fro» Hc. inside a given k the number of
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components q is limited by the crystal field symmetry, provided a suitable
choice of the reference frame is made. The term k=0 is usually omitted since
it gives an cjual shift of all the lines in a given (n 1 ) configuration.
The crystal field calculations far a multielectronic ions can be
simplified by using the Nigner-Eckart theorem «hich allows the replacement of
the unlelectronic operators in eqs.(l) and (2) by operators acting directly on
the eigenfunctions of the free ion. Thus the Hamiltonian in eq.(l) can be
written as a combination of tensor operators u£ [53] having tne same
transformation properties as the spherical harmonics.

*.E<<

<»

If the Hamiltonian has the form of eq.(2) the functions PJj can
be replaced by the so-called equivalent operators oP [74], with the same
transformation

properties

and with

matrix

elements

inside

a given J

proportional to those of PJj:

(^lEiPguvl^j) = ek<rk> <*jH«J>l»a>
where 0k are the proportionality factors labelled usually Q^ o( y,
&

/T Pj

and

and

(r )

9

6

=

^j'

tneir

value depending on the particular J level

are the radial integrals

J f^. r k R n j d r.

The equivalent

operators can be obtained by replacing the Cartesian coordinates in pjj.by
the corresponding components of the angular moment u», by taking into account
the commutation rules.
While the method of the equivalent operators is valid only Inside a
given J (or L), the tensorial operator method is more general. Tooles with
matrix elements of the tensorial operators are available [75].

21/ ..k
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5. Crystal field models
The coefficients A£ and e£ are estimated

from a model of

the crystal field. The electrostatic field Models give the Haailtonians (1) or
(2). However, a comparison of the theory with the experiment shows that even
if the parametrization in the Haailtonians (1) or (2) is correct, there is
very poor agreement between the theoretical and experimental crystal field
parameters. The forms (1) or (2) are far more general than their derivation in
the nearest neighbour electrostatic approximation. Improvements to the
calculated crystal field parameters were made by performing lattice sums, by
introducing the overlap, exchange and covalency (charge transfer) and other
effects. The configuration interaction effect is -.lso included by calculating
the shielding of the crystal field interaction of the inner electronic
configuration, by the outer closed electronic shells (e.g. the shielding of
the crystal field interaction of the 5f electrons by the closed 6s 6p
shells). This leads to a decrease of the crystal field pKcsmeters expressed in
terms of a shielding factor (Tk buch as

A

k N r ' sh = (1~ V ' A

k \ r ) point charge

The calculated values of IT2t

(A)

(T4 and* jf6 are 0.83; 0.026 and

-0.039 for u 3 * and 0.88, 0.012 and -0.046 for U**, respectively [76].
An improvement in the crystal field potential has been introduced by
the superposition model [70, 77]. This model assumes that the total crystal
field can be considered as a superposition of individual contributions from
each of the ions in the crystal. These individual crystal fields have
cylindrical symmetry and, with the z-axis along this individual symmetry axis,
the interaction potential can be described, for f-electrons, by only three
22/ ...
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"intrinsic"

parameters,

A?,

distance

between

central

R^

the

A°

and
ion

and

A?,

which

the

ion

depend
which

on

produces

the
the

individial f i e l d . The total crystal f i e l d parameters are then

where n^ ( i ) are factors that depend on the angular position of the ions,
which are the source of the crystal

field.

This method has considerable

advantages over the traditional method in carrying out crystal field potential
calculations.

6. An example; The cubic crystal f i e l d

As an example we consider the case of an. ion with an f electron i n a
crystal field of cubic symmetry. For a weak crystal f i e l d , when there is no
J-mi xing, we can use the form (2) of the crystal f i e l d Hafi.Utonian, which in
this particular symmetry becomes ( i f the reference frame is parallel to the
cube edges)

V VP4 * 5P> \ [< - **l I' V4 * V,

w

I f we introduce the equivalent operators defined above this becomes

H

c

A

4< r *> Pj°4<J>+A«< »*> fl°6 (J >

= B 0

4 4<J> + WJ>

(7)

where

04(J)=oJ(J)*5oJ(J)

;

O6(J)=og(J)-21O*(0)
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In a nearest neighbour electrostatic crystal

field approximation,

the

coefficients AA and Afi are

(a) for eight-fold cubic coordination A. = - ~ ~ - ; A_ = I ~ _
18
R5
* * R7
(b) for octahedral coordination A. = -~ ^ | - ; A. = ~ ~ .
A 16 R 5
6 64 R 7
where Z is the charge of the ligand and R the distance fro» the central ion
to the ligands.
For the splitting of the energy levels in a weak citoic crystal fieltf
[?8] the crystal field Haniltonian, eq.(7), has Deen transformed into

M

8

c - /<

4)

°4
°6
+ B P 6
F(i? 6 < > m

(8)

where F(A) and F(6) are scaling factors given by

B4F(A) = N x and 8^(6) = H(l-|x|), with - l x l

(9)

This Hamiltonian becomes

c = , , lIJFt i<
(4T

H

+

(10)

<,-,«»>w

The sign of M is determined by B 4 , while that nf x is given by B,.
The diagonalization of the Hamiltonian

eq.(10) for a given J

multiplet for given values of x allows the determination of the energy
eigenvalues of different crystal field levels as a function of the energy
parameter W, that a,,
each

be estimated from experiment. The eigenfunctions for

F, state in terms qf the magnetic quantum states | M j ) are also

obtained. If a given representation enters in the reduction of (r once its
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vavefunctions do not depend on the paraneter x, then the plot of the energy
level versu x is a straight line. For the representations that enter more
than once in the reduction of Or, the wavefunctions depend on x, i . e . on the
ratio of the sixth- to the fourth-order coaponents of the crystal field
potential and the plot of the energy level versus x i s a curved line.

7. The ground state of uranlui ions In weak cubic crystal field
F

The ground states for the uraniu» ions are 5f
5f*

3

H4

for

Sf3

U**,

5T*7a 5 I 4 or 5f* \

ă

l9/2

u3*

for

and

5/2

Sf3

either

for lr ,
(*?L6,

for u2*.

In the case of a weak cubic field, which does not produce J-mixing,
there are five cases as follows:
(a) The free ion

'.„

level i s split in

syaaetry the ground state i s the doublet
tetrahedral syaaetry

(b) The level

("7 •

f^. For octahedral

fl, while In eight-fold cubic or

£ i s lowest. The excited level

H4 reduces to

1^ •

syaaetry the ground state i s the singlet

T

•

f^ *

2

F ? / 2 i s split

Q. In octahedral

[^, while in eight-fold cubic or

in tetrahedral syaaetry the ground state can be L (for x < rr ) or the
triplet r5 ( f o r x > j £ ) .
(c) The level

A

l9/2

is

s

Put

ov

a

CUDic

fieid

octahedral syaaetry the ground state can be

into

^ «•

2

^e*

In

1^ or one of the l"I

representations, while in eight-fold cubic md in tetrahedral field the ground
state i s TI'
(d)

The level

1A (as well

as

HJ reduces

to |^ • Cy* f~ă* !"!•

The ground state in the octahedral field can be (^ or | j (depending on x)
while In eight-fold cubic or tetrahedral syaaetry the ground state is the
singlet 1^.
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26/
(e)

...
The level

5

L6 is

split

into

f^+ (~2* ("3+ f^+ 2 [~y

octahedral field the lowest state can be

In an

H or l~I while in eight-fold

cubic or in tetrahedral symmetry the ground state can be the singlet \~~ or
the doublet f j .
As can be seen, in the decomposition of some J levels in cubic
crystal field, some representation:; show up more than once. The wavefunctions
which font the basis for these representations depend in an intricate way on
the composition parameter x of the crystal field potential, usually this
dependence i s computed numerically and tables of wavefunctions calculated for
a given increment of x are available [78]. it i s , however, a difficult ana
time consuming work to extract this parameter from experimental data which
provide the matrix elements of some operators between such wavefunctions. In
order to overcome these difficulties,

an analytical method whicn gives

explicit expressions for the wavefunctions appearing more than once in the
cubic crystal field splitting of a given J level versus x has been recently
reported {.79, 80]. This method i s oaseo on the complete use of the
transformation properties of an electronic wavefunction in a cubic symmetry.
For some values of J these analytical functions are particularly simple. For
instance [79], in case of a J = 9/2 level, which in a cubic crystal field i s
split according to the rule D* 9/2) -+

2 (^ • V6, the wavefunctions of

one of the \~a representations (which are isomorphous to a

fictitious

angular momentum J « £•) can be written as functions of tne magnetic quantum
components IM. / according to:

IC+-1>-*-<•'• » H > • « - • I*-!>>
I C" 2 ) " t {"( ^ » • • + * «i» *\* f )•(/•«>••+ VTisin 9)\ + \)
+ { iH cos ft - 5 sin 0) 1+ 1)

}

(lla)
26/
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where the fictitious angle 6 i s connected to the composition parameter
B

fA6<rS)

6

F ^ 1-lxl

4

F 6

(

" V / > A 4 <r >" < > *

}

with the relation
_

o«

ILL 5 • 336 x'

The wavefunctions of the another r~"
1 8 representation have a similar
•—i

form as for I ft out with the replacement

ec f) = e( £> + f
Suitable expressions for other J values can be written in a similar
«tamer. The matrix elements calculated b' .ween such wavefunctions are explicit
functions on the composition parameter; thus the experimental measurement of
such matrix elements leads to an easy and direct determination of this
parameter.

8. Lower symmetries

For lower symmetries additional terms must be introduced in the
crystal field Hamiltonian. Symmetry argunents can De used to deduce the form
of the crystal field Hamiltonian.
The crystal field splits the J manifold into a number of states
according to the reduction of Cr into the Irreducible representations of the
point

group in

question.

If

the crystal

field

potential

is *-n-„B2oS

the wavefunctions of the states inside a given J are mixtures of states of
different
M c jJj> M )

M. 's
wltb

which differ by multiples of

q and can oe written as

Tr C JM s 1 ' Sometime» t h e crystal field can produce admixtures from

states of different J»a and the wavefunctiona are fa C ^ | J,M> + ţg Cj.^l J',M> .
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9. Intermediate coupling

The problem of the crystal field splitting in the intermediate
coupling becomes very complex [10, 76, 81, 82]. This case is
encountered

for

interaction H2 is

the

actinides

of the order 5.10

coupling is of order 2.10
of 10

where the

to 4.10

non-spherical

to 10

cm

frequently

interelectronic

and the spin-orbit

cm"1. A crystal field interaction,

cm" produces a considerable mixing of states of different J values.

In fact,

the crystal

field interaction often approaches the spin-oroit

coupling and the only meaningful quantun nunbers which can label the states
are the irreducible representations of the crystal field symmetry group. This
complex situation implies crystal field ground states strongly influenced oy
the mixing with the excited states, at least with those situated at several eV
above

it.

Calculations

for

the

electronic

configurations

Sf2

-

3f*

(considering the mixing from a l l the levels up to about 2 eV from the ground
state in octahedral fields [81] and for the Sf2 configuration in octaheoral
and eight-fold cubic symmetry [76]) have shown a strong influence of the
excited states on the crystal field splitting of the ground level. Thus the
plots for the energies of different crystal field states
fourth-order cubic crystal field parameter A4

H

versus the

/ r Vdrawn for different

ratios of the sixth- to the fourth-order component) have shown that even the
representations which enter once in the reduction of T become curved lines,
and important modifications in the crossing points of tiie different crystal
field levels occur. This can change substantially the order of the crystal
field levels as compared to the case of no mixing. Thus, for large B6/B4
values and for reasonable AA

(r4)

parameters the ground state of a

ion in eightfold cubic symmetry can be IT instead of

fi.

28/
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10. The relativistic crystal field

The •«- of the relativistic Hartree-Fock wavefunctions leads to an
additional complication since for each (n \ j) electron in a crystal field
there are two radial integrals F and G [83]. The relativistic crystal field
radial integrals

for the uranium ions have been calculated by various

relativistic atomic methods [25, 26] and some of them are given in Table I
together with the non-relativistic values [2A]. A fully relativistic crystal
field calculation is rarely used. However hybrid methods, using the classical
formalism, but replacing the radial integrals by effective relativistic
integrals are already in common use, as are, foţ instance, the integrals ( r n )
for f-shells, obtained by a degeneracy-weighted average of the integrals
calculated for. the relativistic f 5 / 2 and f ? / 2 shells.

11. The intermediate ciystai field

As mentioned earlier, the actinide contraction at the beginning of
the series is smaller than in tne case of the lanthanides. As a consequence
the radial charge distribution for the 5f electrons extends over those of the
6s and 6p electrons (at distances of 2 to * a.u. from the nucleus) unlike the
lanthariides where the 4 f electrons are well localized inside the 5s and 5p
closed shells [84].
The larger extent of the 5f function at the beginning of the series
implies an intermediate crystal field [85]. Spectroscopic studies have shown
that this is indeed the case for 5f

in crystal fields of octahedral

symmetry [1, 9, 85-95]. The simultaneous diagonalization of tne octahedral
crystal field and spin-orbit interactions in the space spanned oy the 1*
functions | l n ^ s o»s) with 1 * 3 and s = i/2 is difficult so that the
29/ ...
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symmetry properties are used to simplify the problem. To begin with, we
suppose that the crystal field interaction is stronger than the spin-oroit
coupling.
An octahedral crystal field splits the sevenfold oroit degeneracy of
the 5f level giving a singlet ( |~^ or a^ and two triplets ( f^ or t^
and IT or t,) of energies

» - 12 b. - 48 b.
r-

*

6

2
E

= -

2 b 4 + 36 b 6

li
6 Oh - 20 t>6

C

The order of the levels depends on the ratio b 6 /b 4 . For b 6 /o 4
smaller than = 5/42, the ground level is

[^, over this limit Q becomes

lowest, usually the first case holds and the order of the levels is E r <
E r < E. .The energy differences are usually labelled asV = E r - E r anc
l5
l4
ly
l2
V'= E .

- Er

[75] or as 8 = E r - E ,

and

A= E r

- E_

[77J. Since

the two spin eigenfunctions are the oasis of the Irreducible representation
n

of the octahedral group, the 14 spin-orbit wavefunctions can be

classified according to the products of representations
ţ

x

f~6 -+

f~7

•

l~8 and

ra

*

r6

-*

r8

[~^ x |~6 -*• V-.,
+

r6-

Since the

spin-orbit coupling i s invariant under tne octahedral group operators and
commutes with J_,

it

can be diagonalized

insioe

each of

the three

representations H, [\ and (T. The energy matrices are
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t
0

(12)

ţ

îl v * l s A i
where k,. are the orbital reduction factors 195] defined as

('•f;l"i|T7>
"u- <' 111'I' r >
t
where the functions of the denominator are the purely ionic wavefunctions of
the representation

1^ and the functions used in the numerator are the

molecular orbitals for the same representations. Trie orbital reduction can oe
substantial, so while k„ „ is of the order 0.9 to 1, k+ + can sometimes
a2t2
t2t2
be as small as 0.5 [95].
The ordering of the five energy levels which are the basis of
eqs.(12) depends on the relative magnitudes of tne spin-orbit coupling and
crystal field interaction. Figure 1 shows schematically tne splitting of a
5f configuration in an octahedral crystal field.
FlQure 1
Diagrams showing the effect of the relative magnitude of tne crystal field
effect and of the spin-orbit coupling on the relative positions of the crystal
field

levels

foţ particular ratios o6/bA can be constructed (e.g. Figure
31/
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2.3 of [9]. In an octahedral crystal field the ground state is always a
doublet which contains admixtures from the PL level (originating fro» the
orbital T . singlet) and from the PI level (from IT).
The wavefunctions of this doublet are

| • ) = cos 6 | T 7 •) - sin 8 | P 7 • )
| - ) = cos 0 | T 7 -) - sin 9 | T 7 -)

(13)

where

2 f?k
tan 2 8
' - *

•A 1

V

The first excited state can be [~7

or

P», the cross-over

occurring [90] when J(â j+ -J| ± • ^-) = e • ă .
If 8 is about twice the value of A , the cross-over takes place
at A~ 6 J, i.e. at quite strong crystal fields.
An axial distortion splits the

P quartets giving rise to new

levels. Thus a tetragonal distortion splits the
doublets,

[~g quartet into two

r^ and I"*, their order being determined by the sign of

the distortion. At the same time the axial distortion will produce a
displacement of the original doublets. However, the splitting |~7- (~7 is
little affected by the distortion. If the tetragonal distortion is of moderate
intensity the ground state remains |~Î but will contain admixture from
all four l~7 states. If the axial distortion is strong i t may happen
that I \ crosses the original l~-

and becomes the ground state for

the system [91]. For a trigonal distortion, the [~6 levels are split into a
doublet
doublets

PT

6
I7

and

a

pair

are

transformed

of

singlets

into

[~T

doublets

and
r*.

Pi

and

Thus,

five

the
Pi

doublets will be mixed in order to obtain the wavefunction of tne ground
doublet. If the distortion is very strong and its sign is suitaole, the pair
32/ ...
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of

singlets

|~~ &

*

[~ _

become

lowest

in

energy.

Instead

of

considering f i r s t the interaction with the crystal f i e l d , we coulo start by
considering

initially

the

effect

of

the

spin

orbit-coupling

and

then

diagonalize the crystal-field interaction.
A tetranedral or an eight-fold cioic crystal f i e l d has very l i t t l e
effect art the free-ion states of a 5f

ion even i n the case when the crystal

field parameters are large i 9 0 ] . L. this case the treatment for the weak
crystal field can be applied, regardless of the value of the crystal
2
parameters. The lowest electronic level
a cubic

field into a doublet

F5_

field

of the free ion is s p l i t

f~6 and a quartet

f~fi.

in

They are bunched

together and the ratio between the crystal field strengtn and the spin-orbit
parameters

determines

which

of

these two levels

is

lowest.

I n weak

fields I~ 8 i s lowest but a crossing takes place i n the intermediate field
region when J ( * £ + ^ 1 " 2 ^ B 8 " A " n e r e A = Ea« " E t-' 9 = E t " E t
and the order of the levels i n the strong f i e l d limit is EQ >
a,
For

E» > E».
t2
tt

A ~ 29, the crossing point is at 6 = y J . As i n the case of the

octahedral
doublets

symmetry,
[~5

and

[~j

a

tetragonal
while

a

distortion

trigonal

the doublet T ^ and a pair of singlets, V\ and

splits

distortion

P_

into

splits

["a

the
into

V\-

12. Determination of the "free-ion" parameters from data i n crystals

The optical absorption spectra of the paramagnetic ions in crystals
for the weak crystal f i e l d consists of groups of lines centered around the
positions of

the

free-ion lines.

These groups correspond to

transitions

between the crystal-split levels. In principle, a correct consideration of the
crystal

field

spectroscopic

effects
parameters

should

allow

from crystal

the
data.

estimation
However,

parameters are determined by using an average energy

of

tne

free-ion

often

the

free-ion

(ot canter of gravity) of
33/ . . .
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the group of crystal-field components. Sometimes additional parameters, r.ct
discussed above, «re introduced to take into account other interactions in the
free-ion, as, for instance, the interactions between states from different
configurat-ions.
Thus the effect on the energy levels of a f ° configuration from the
interaction with levels of a

1']"

configuration can tie-expressed with

the Trees parameters <X, p and t [96] while the effect of the levels from a
1'
TA,

T6,

configuration

is

T7

[97].

and

T8

described
A

with

complete

the

Judd parameters

analysis

must

also

T ,
take

T ,
into

account weak interactions such as spin-spin or spin-other-orbit [98].
These "free-ion" values differ from the real free-ion parameters, one
of the main reasons being that even these parameters are influenced by the
crystalline environment

(the orbit reduction and the reduction of the spectro-

scopic Slater parameters).For this reason,the calculated"free-ion"values differ
from system to system, depending also on the method used and the levels chosen
for the determination.

However, i t must be emphasized that the free ion eigen-

states determined with these parameters are the best starting wavefunctions i n
the calculations of the crystal f i e l d effects for the given system.
The accuracy of this method is strongly affected by the intermediate
coupling,

hence those levels must oe chosen for

the estimation

of

the

"free-ion" values which show the closest approach to the Russell-Saunoers
coupling [44]. An example of "free-ion" parameters estimated from tne spectra
of ions i n crystals
fluorite

[44]:

is

where

the case of
F 0 » 13175,

the trigonal U
F 2 * 200,

center in calcium

FA = 40, F fi = 8.05, J =

1660, d s 26 ( i n cm ) , as compared with the data reported earlier [58] on
the same system: ?2 « 204.56, F 4 » 2 9 . 1 , F 6 * 3.24, J * 1870 as compared
with

the values

35.5, 6 » -664,

F2

» 230.84,

FA

> 35.22,

F6

*

3.77, J *

f « 744, p 2 » 573, p* * 524, p 6 *

1968, *

*

1173 obtained from

free-ion spectra [ 6 2 ] .
3V

...
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13. The dynamic crystal field
The previous discussion has been based on the static approximation of
the crystal field, characterized tty fixed positions for the paramagnetic ion
and its neighbors. In fact they undergo vibrations with known frequencies. The
electronic states of the ion can couple with the vibrational movement of the
neighbors and its electrons will be characterized by the vibronic states [99,
100]. The vibronic states of a paramagnetic ion in a crystal have definite
symmetry properties.
One of the main consequences of the vibronic coupling i s the
Jahn-Teller effect. Given initially for molecules [101], the Jahn-Teller
theorem has been extended for ions in crystals [102-104]. This theorem states
[104] that "an orbi tally degenerate state of • nonlinear molecule or
crystalline defect i s unstable against at least one asymmetric distortion
which lowers the energy and removes some of the degeneracy". The driving force
of the Jahn-Teller instability is the vibronic coupling [103]. In the case of
very strong coupling, the complex may exhibit a static Jahn-Teller distortion
while in case of a week coupling a dynamic Jahn-Teller effect snows up,
manifested in the modification of some orbital Interactions. A discussion of
the application of the Jahn-Teller effect to actinides is given elsewhere
[105].

C. Hyperfine interactions

In the preceding sections we have considered only the electrostatic
interaction between nuclei and electrons assuming the nucleus as a point
charge. In fact the nuclei are complex systems with odd power (i.e. dipoie,
35/ . . .
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octapole etc.) magnetic moments and even power (quadrupole, hexadecapole etc.)
electric moments which can interact with the magnetic or electric fielos.
These magnetic or electric fields can be created by the electrons of the atom,
molecule or crystalline environment or by the nuclei of the neighbouring atoms
in molecules or crystals. These interactions lead to an additional splitting
of the energy levels, very small (less than 1 cm

) and are known as

hyperfine interactions. The hyperfine interactions are dominated by the
interaction of the nuclear magnetic moment with the spin and orbital moments
of the electrons (the magnetic hyperfine interaction) and by the interaction
of the nuclear quadrupole moment with the gradient of the electric field
(produced by electrons and/or the external charges) at the nucleus (the
quadrupole interaction).
For an even Z element, as uranium, the ground nuclear state for even
A isotopes has zero nuclear spin while the odd isotopes have half-integer spin
quantum numbers: I = 5/2 for 2 3 3 U and I = 7/2 for

235

U.

For the magnetic fields used in magnetic resonance tne magnetic
-»

dipole moment

is

fi

-»

= f

pi,

i.e. is proportional

momentum I of the nuclear ground state, • being

the

to the angular

nuclear spectroscopic

factor and p n the nuclear magneton. The. nuclei with spins greater than 1/2
possess an electric quadrupole moment. An accurate knowledge of these moments
is very helpful for the nuclear theories. Thus while the spin and magnetic
moments show the validity of the nuclear models, the nuclear
quadrupole moment

gives

Information

concerning

the departure

electric
from

the

spherical symmetry of the nuclear electric charge distrioution. The study of
the hyperfine Interactions can supply information on the electronic structure
of the system, the validity of the atomic structure calculations, the bonding
in crystals and the local structure of the crystals, various nuclear (nuclear
orientation, N4R, perturbed angular correlation, Mossbauer effect) or electric
36/ ...
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(optical spectroscopy of free ions and atoms, optical pumping, EPR of tne ions
in crystals, electron-nuclear double resonance, atom beam magnetic resonance,
multistep laser pnotoionization spectroscopy, laser-radio-frequency double
resonance) methods can be used in order to study these interactions. For
uranium the nuclear methods are not useful in the study of these interactions
[106] and almost all data come from electronic measurements. Fi>r this reason
we will treat the hyperfine interactions mainly with regard to their influence
on the electronic structure of the uranium atoms and ions.

1. Magnetic hyperfine interaction in free atoms or ions

Since the hyperfine interaction i s very small compared to the other
interactions in a free-atom or ion, its effects can be treated as stmll
perturbations on the fine-structure levels. Thus the hyperfine structure
calculations are a real test of the accuracy of the wavefunctions of
electronic ground states.
The relativistic effects [107-110] are expected to be significant for
uraniul ions. However, for sake of simplicity, we will not consider here a
full relativistic treatment but rather use some relativistic modifications of
the classical hyperfine interactions. Inside a given (n 2 ) configuration
with 1 different

from 2ero the relativistic

magnetic d*oole hyperfine

interaction can be written as:

^-• rKtX

{h <tt> ••&<'A' O -,<%W («>
i

The

first

term

in eq. (la)

Is the interaction

of the

nuclear moment I with the orbital «omentum of the electrons, the second
represents the dipolar Interaction between the nuclear and electronic spins
where

flO (sC2)} is the electronic spin dlpole operator till]
37/ ...
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identical

to

[s^-3 r ' C r s ' ) ] , T

is

a unit

vector parallel to r\

the

electron position, and the last term has a similar form to the classical
contact interaction [112] (which i s zero except for tne s electrons), but can
be non-zero for any electron. The radial parameters i n eq.(lA) are defined as
combination of integrals

j j ' , computed between electronic states of

the two relativistic subshells. For j = 7/2 and j = 5/2 subshells of a nf
shell:

' ^

" TS [ 2 4 O

7/2.7/2 +

24

£ " * ) S/2.S/S* ^

7/2.5/2 ]

O " i [- ^ W « ^ W * " » O 7/2.5/2 ] «"
O

" i

[- ^

TATA " • ^

5/2.5/2 " » ^

7/2.5/2 ]

with
00

<r_3> „• = 7T^2T J « , + ^ ' 4 f c

(l6)

o
where

o( is the 'Ine structure constant, a

Is the Bohr radius, K = - A for

j = 7/2 and +3 for j * 5/2, P. and Q axe the large and small radial components
of the relativistic one-electron wavefunctions; K refers to j and K' to j ' . In
the non-relativistic limit

(ţ~*)

»

^"')

and (r~ 3 ) = 0.

The matrix elements of the hyperfine interactions within a given J
manifold can be evaluated in two coupling schemes, in absence of any external
fields, the electronic angular moment J and the nuclear spin moment I couple
-» ... -•
together to give the total angular momentum F » I <• J. Each J level is split
Into levels characterized by the hyperfine quanta* nuwbers F which can take
values between 11 - J | and . • J. Each F level is (2F • 1) fold degenerate in
the quantm nutber »y. In this case we must calculate matrix elements
38/ . . .

39/

...

between states | f 3 I F l O , where <T denotes the other quantum numbers of
the level J. Because the matrix elements between states of different J are
very small we will consider only the diagonal matrix elements (which are also
diagonal in ML) and are equal to £ A [F(F+1)-J(J+1)-I(I+1)] = I A K . The
r
2
2
parameter A i s known as the magnetic hyperfine structure parameter. The
non-relativistic calculation of this parameter [10] has been extended for the
r e l a t i v i s t l c case in [25] where i t i s shown that for each Russell-Saunders
component of an intermediate coupling wavefunction:

A =- ^

{Mir?)

+M$f)

+
(17)

where

<rsLjiLiir8i£)

(2-g)=

[J(.T+1> (2Jfl) ]

1/Z

andfe . 1)s

(rsLJiisiirsLj)
[J(J+1) (2Jfl) ] */2

v
are diagonal in the SLJ representation, while the tensor operator V,(12)
' may

have non-diagonal matrix elements and makes A very sensitive to tne use of the
intermediate coupling [113].
In the presence of an external magnetic field, large compared to the
interaction between I and J, each of these moments are quantized in the
external field and a more suitable coupling scheme Is (JMj I nij). in this
scheme the matrix elements, for which M » M.-HOj is conserved, have
non-zero values. The diagonal matrix elements are equal to AMjDţ with A
defined as above.
Various relativistic calculations have been performed in order to
obtain the hyper fine radial parameters. Table II gives the D-S i25j, o-F [25 j
and M 0 F [26] values together with the classical (r" 3 ) parameters L24j
39/ ...
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for the uranium atom and ions. In order to compare the relativistic and
non-relatit'istic results, the weighted average relativistic values as well as
the "effective" values [106] are given
Table II
The "effective" radial integrals have been estimated as follows. The
hyperfine Interaction can be considered as an interaction between the nuclear
spin moment I and a hyperfine electronic magnetic field -HF»

which is

composed of three parts, Hj , t4_ and H . In order to compare the
relativistic and non-relativistic form as

>

1

iTo (.C2)} ] <?*) ^

= 2 P i : [!,-

(18)

where the effective radial parameter is
,

H, + H _ + H
•ff

The

(f

H.

H„

s

(19)

*-J*

/

eff

values

for

different

uranium ions have been

estimated by using the hyperfine fields calculated for the pure Hurt's rule
states of these ions [106].
The existence

of

different

radial

parameters

for

the various

contributions to the hyperfine interaction has been clearly demonstrated by
precise experimental measurements on different atoms or ions, wnich show
differences

up to about ten percent between

&Q)

and

(r"i /

• An

examination of table I I shows also that the non-relativistic theories lead to
serious overestimates (of about 30%) of (ş~*)

.

Another source of error in tne calculation of the magnetic hyperfine
parameter comes from the approximations used in the central field theories.
For this reason,, effects such as the excited configuration mixing must be
«0/

...
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taken into account as «ell as the polarization of the closed-shell electrons
by the electrons froa incomplete shells, resulting in unpaired spin density at
the nucleus. The last effect, known as "core polarization", can give large
contributions to the hyperfine structure. An accurate calculation of the core
polarization effects i s extremely difficult for actinides. The very few data
existing for core-polarization electronic hyperfine fields in actinides can be
described by an empirical relation [106, 114].

"core- '

(60

°

+ JD0

> ( 9 j - 1 } < J z>

where g, i s the Lande factor and H

(20

>

i s expressed in kOe. This eq. shows

that the core polarization effects are very strong in the case of actinides,
about 6-7 tines stronger than for the lanthanides. For the ground level of
u3*, H core is estimated to 740 kOe fro» a total hyperfine magnetic field
of 4900 kOe, for l/*, 480 kOe out of 4600 kOe and for u5*, 210 kOe out of
3200 kOe [106].

2. Electric quadrupole interactions in free atoms and ions

A relativistic

treatment

of

the

nuclear

electric

quadrupole

interaction is very complex because additional terms in the interaction can
appear. However i t can be shown [109] that the expectation yalues of the
relativistic and non-relativistic quadrupole interactions are quite similar in
vmhMt and exception to this can only be expected when all the diagonal matrix
elements vanish and the off-diagonal elements become dominant. This situation
•rises in the case of the half-filled shells. None of the uraniua ions are in
such a position so we will restrict our discussion to the non-relativlstlc
quadrupole interaction.

41/ . . .
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The Hamiltonian which describes the quadrupole interaction between a
distribution of nuclear charges and a distribution of electronic charges can
be written as a product of second rank tensor operators that act only in the
nuclear

space

(A9) or

in

the

electronic

space

(B?)

respectively.

IMs can be transformed [HI] to give

H

V

Q" L

(21)

ij °ij

where

»u-*

2

cixl'dxj

and

V,v

u

r =0

,> i s the electrostatic potential created by electrons. The

0, . in eq.(21) are defined as

°ij • rnfe, 11 <v,• sv - ^ i <">}

(22

>

The parameter Q is the nuclear quaarupole moment [115].
The two second order tensors V,. and Q,, can be brought to the
principal axes (x,y,z). In this case the electric field gradient can oe
completely described by two parameters: V

V

»--=

and the asymmetry

parameter:

- Vw
v

1*

zz
For a given electronic level J the electronic operators can be

replaced by equivalent operators and the quadrupole interaction can be written
as:
H

Q " 2I(a-W-l)

i *'*'

+ 8(

' ^ - J<*1)I0>1> J

(23)

42/
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«here

B = -J(2J-1) e2Q (r" 3 )

(j||o(

||j) = e^Q

(2A)

The aatrix elements (J ||« || j ) are given in ref.[7*].
In the absence of an external field, the diagonal aatrix eleaents of
the quadrupole interaction for a given F state are equal to
B —
2I(2I-1)J(2J

{ |K(K+l)-IO>l)J(Jfl)}

The radial Integral

(r" )

can be calculated by relativistic

and non-relativistic Methods. In non-relativistic theories this parameter is
equal to that used in tne Magnetic dipolar interaction. In a relativistic
tre^teent the quadrupole radial integral is defined as <r"3>

Jjf

=

j (FF« • GG") r~3 dr, which is different from those used in the Magnetic
o
dipole interaction. A calculation has been Made of the values of (r >
by 0-S and 0-F Methods for uraniu* atca ana ions [25J.
The V

coMponent of the electric
coaponent
el
field gradient produced by the

electrons of a given energy level J is:

w

zz ' -e (T~Q) < J H IJ > f 3 ^ " J < J+1 >J

<25>

The distortion of the charge cloud of the inner closed shells
produces a change in the electric field gradient at the nucleus. This
influence is taken into account by introducing the inner-shell shielding
Sternhelmer factor R. In the case of uraniu» this shielding has been estimated
to be R j f 'v 0.15 [116, 117] and thus the electric field gradient acting on
the nucleus is vj' f =^0.85 V 2 2 .

43/ ...
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3. Measurement of the Magnetic dipole and nuclear
quadripole moments of free ions
Experimental aeasureaents of the hyperfine interactions allow the
determination of the nuclear Magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole moments.
For complex atomic systems with more than one open shell additional
difficulties are connected with the use of a proper coupling scheme. An
example of this is uranium whose hyperfine structure for the 233 and 235
isotopes has been measured in free-atom optical spectra. Each of the levels
involved in the optical transition shows hyperfine splitting and' the hyperfine
structure of the optical lines i s due to the difference in tne splittings of
these levels. After the hyperfine splitting of each level has been separated,
the A and B parameters defined above can be calculated from differences in tne
positions for different values of F. This, requires a knowledge of tne J and I
quantua numbers. The accuracy in estimation of the nuclear magnetic dipole and
electric quadrupole moments from values of A and B depends on the accuracy
with which some atomic parameters, especially the wavefunctions ano the radial
parameters,

are

configuration 5r

known.
66 7s

parameters and the moments

For

the

lowest

Lfi

level

of

the

grand

of uranium atom, the experimental A and B
and Q are connected [118 J by

>.*ht{. <,*>„.*<,*>.)
(26)

.-A{.

(f*>m**(,-*>u)

where a, b, c and d depend on the intermediate coupling wavefunction. For the
\ . level this is

44/ ...
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0.875 |( A I) 5 L> -0.356 I (2H

2)3K>

+

0.234 | ( A I) 3 K > •

0.129 |'.2H

1)3K>

[119] and a = 1.002; b = 0.388; c = 0.180; d = 0.477 as compared to a'- 0.992;
b' = 0.380; C - 0.239 and d' = 0.512 for a pure Russell-Saunders ground level
[118].The radial integral \r / s f
value of

v

/sf

for

tne

neutrai

from

«1«(26) has been estimated from tne

Plutonium atom using the ratio for the

spin-orbit parameters for the two atoms.Thus a value of 5.9 a.u. was estimated
for \r~ /
these

5f

and a value for \r~ / ^

quantities

and

the

experimental

B = 138.5xl0~ 3 cm"1, the values
235

U and U« 0.&87 ft
Recent

A =

B = 138.73x10

cm"

values

B =
[121],

by multistep

233

\r / 5 f.

A = -2.08x10

/* = -0,31 / * n

and Q = 4.86 barn for

measurements

-1.98xl0~3cm""1;

was taken as 0.6

with

cm

and

and Q = 6.4 barn for

U were calculated 1118].

laser

136.9xl0"3cm"1L120]

or

photoionization
A =

gave

^.OSxlO^cm' 1 ;

while laser-radiofrequency double resonance

gave the values A = 2.02xl0~3cm~1 and B = I36.9xl0"3cm_1 [H'2].

These

parameters have also been measured for some excited leveJs L120, 121, 123J.
The values of fx. and Q depend on the accuracy with which the
experimental A and B parameters have been measured and on the radial integrals
involved. Mhile the parameters A and B, measured by different methods, show
only very slight differences, the differenrcs oetween various estimates of the
radial integrals are fairly large. Thus the relativistic calculations [25]
show a clear 15% over estimate for the radial integral
Earlier estimates for

233

\r-3^

U have given ft- = 0.73 f*- n and Q ^

[118].

5f

7.9 barn

[124].

4. Hvperfine Interactions in solids

The electronic properties of the ions in crystals are influenced by
their neighbours, and this i s manifested in the hyperfine interactions. The
main effects

in the case of the actinide ions in crystals are as follows:
45/ . . .
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(a) J mixing through the crystal field modifies the hyperfine splitting.
(b) Mhen the crystal field interaction is of the same order or stronger than
the spin-orbit coupling the intermediate or even strong crystal field scheme
must be used.
(c) The overlap, exchange and covaiency (charge transfer) effects modify the
radial
(d)

\r /

When

quadrupole

the

integrals.
neighbouring

moments

an

nuclei

additional

possess

magnetic

interaction

(known

dipole
as

or

electric

superhyperfine

interaction) appears, due to dipole interaction, overlap or covaiency.
(e) An additional quadrupole interaction due to the nonspherical electric
charge distribution of the neighbours of the ion is produced. An additional
polarization of the electronic shells of the ions takes place and this can be
expressed by an outer

Sternheimer

factor

iw

which is usually negative

(antishielding) and has a very large value (for actinides about 100).
Oue to the large linewidth compared to the hyperfine splitting there
are no data on hyperfine structure of the optical spectra for uranium ions in
crystals. However the above discussion is valid in the study of the hyperfine
interaction of uranium ions in crystals by other methods as, for instance, EPR.

0. The Zeeman effect

1. Zeeman effect in a free atom without nuclear spin

In a free atom or ion whose nuclear spin is zero each energy level is
(2J+l)-fold degenerate. This degeneracy can be lifted by an external magnetic
field which splits the level into (2J+1) components characterized by the
magnetic quantum nunbers M, (Zeeman effect). Mhen the energy levels are
close to each other and the external magnetic field is very strong, a mixing
of the different levels through the Zeeman interaction also takes place.
46/ ...
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The Zeeman effect is due to the Interaction between the magnetic
moment f

of the open electronic shell of the ion and the external magnetic

field H Q , the energy of the interaction being:

W

Z « * ?• "o

In the case of a free atom or ion whose electrons in open-shells are
characterized by the individual orbital

.

or spin

,

moments, the

Hamilton!an of this interaction can be written as

(27)

«Z « P %H <5 * 9 S «I>
1=1

where
( u

p

is

the Bohr magneton and g

is

the spin magnetic

factor

= -g /* s) and amounts to 2.0023 (in the relativistic approximation)

or 2 (in non-relativistic approximation).
The Hamiltonian (27) commutes with the operator J , but not with
2

J , regardless the coupling scheme, and its matrix elements are diagonal in
M, but not in .1. For the Russeil-Saunders coupling Hz commutes also with
o

L

2

and S

and its

matrix

elements

are diagonal

in

L and S.

Tne

non-vanishing matrix elements of the Zeeman interaction are then
(rsUHj 1L • g s S | rSLJ'M'j) =
(28a)
(-1)J-»3{J

£ £ > < r S L j | L + g s S | rSLJ')
J

J

The diagonal matrix elements are given by

( r S L ^ j | T • g s T | TSLJIj) * g., Mj

(28b)

47/
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where g, is the Lande factor

g,
= 1 + (g
-1) J(J^)-M^1)^S(»1)
a
vu
J
s *'
2J{J+1)
The non-diagonal matrix elements are governed by the selection rule | J-J' |- 1.
According to eq (28b) the Zeeman components

of a level J are

equidistant and form a symmetrical structure around the free ion energy of the
level. The Zeeman splitting is proportional to the Lande g value. In the real
situations, when the intermediate coupling must be taken into account, the g
value can be sensibly different from the Lande factor.

2. Zeeman effect and the hyperfine interaction in free atoms or ions

When
external

the

nucleus

of

the

atom

or

ion

has

spin,

in

an

magnetic field, the hyperfine interaction will compete with the

electronic Zeeman interaction 1.79] and with the nuclear Zeeman interaction

For weak magnetic

fields when

the Zeeman interactions are small

compared with the hyperfine interaction the most appropriate coupling scheme
for the hyperfine interaction is that of the coupling J • I = F. In this case
the matrix-elements diagonal in F are

( r J I F H F | H z * H z n |rjIFMp> =

M_H
~j{[F(F + l)*J(J*l)-I(I*l)]
2F(F4

gj

-

(29)

- [F(F*1)+I(I*1)-J(J+D] p n g j * jflOf*VH0
In very weak (of order 10 Gauss) magnetic fields only these diagonal
matrix elements are taken into account and within this approximation eacn
48/

...
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hyperfine - structure level F is split into (2F+1) equally spaced components.
In moderate magnetic fields the hyperfine structure is very complex and
nan-diagonal (in F) matrix elements must be considered.
For strong magnetic

fields (10-10

gauss) the coupling between

the electronic angular momentum and the nuclear spin is broken and tne most
appropriate scheme for the characterization of the levels is (J*,I/O. The
diagonal matrix elements are now:

If the non-diagonal matrix elements can be neglected each Zeeman
level is split into (21*1) approximately equally spaced suDlevels due to the
hyperfine interaction A M . m..

3. Zeeman effect for ions in crystals

A crystal field can split the energy levels of the free ion and mix
states characterized by different J values. As shown above for a weak crystal
field each level J is split in a crystal field according to the reduction of
the Irreducible representation Cr of the rotation group in the irreducible
representations

[~. of the symmetry point group of the crystal field. For

the Ions with even numbers of electrons the resultant crystal field levels can
be singlets, doublets or triplets (the last ones only in cubic fields). For
ions with odd numbers of electrons, the crystal field levels will be at least
doubly degenerate, regardless of the symmetry of the crystal field. This
residual degeneracy, known as Kramers degeneracy, results from the condition
that the Hamiltonian of the system commutes with the time-reversal operator 0.
The two wavefunctions of the doublet are Kramers conjugates, i.e. if one of
them can be written as a combination of states j J, M ) :
49/ ...
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I J ) = H C3* lJ« M)

(31a)

J.M
the other is

3 M

For the intermediate crystal field, the eigenvalues of the crystal
field + spin-orbit coupling can be doublets

L or

PI or quartets

|~I

(the latter only in cubic fields). In this case the Kramers doublets cannot be
described by states (31 a and b) since the angular momentum J i s no lciger a
good quantum number and the wavefunction of each douolet contain mixtures from
the other doublets which have the same transformation properties.
The Zeeman interaction can split the levels left degenerate by the
crystal field, but the equations given for the free-ion case are no longer
valid. As shown before, the states inside the doublets
triplets

(^ and

(T and the quartet

\Z and \~Jt the

|~I can be classified according to

the eigenstates of a fictitious angular momentum J with J equal to 1/2 (for
the doublets), 1 (for the triplets) or 3/2 (for the quartets). Tne calculation
of the Zeeman effect - j£ . H_ implies a knowledge of the matrix elements of
the magnetic moment M between crystal field electronic states. This calculation
can be simplified i f some symmetry properties are used. The matrix elements of
a given operator V (which transforms according to the representation P of a
certain group G) between two wavefunctions which transform according to the
representations P and respectively f o f

the same group i s different from

zero only If the decomposition of the product

p x Fx \~ contains the unit

representation of the group. If all these representations have real characters
(which is always the case with the representations encountered here) this
X

I

50/ . . .
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contains I

.

degeneracy of

In

this

case the

the different

interaction

V can reaove partially

eigenvalues of the Haailtonian H

the

which

is

invariant to the transforaations of the group G. I f the operator V is a vector
V and the representation V
product

enters

in

the decomposition

of

the

direct

only once, the Nigner-Eckart theorea states that, inside a

given J manifold, the operator V can be replaced by the equivalent operator
«-J, where o| i s a proportionality factor depending on the vector V. Mhen the
Haailtonian HQ i s invariant on the tiae-reversal operation © the condition
to l i f t

the degeneracy under a perturbation of a lower symmetry is more

restrictive [ 1 ] . The kinetic and the electrostatic interactions as well as the
spin-orbit coupling are invariant with regard to tiae reversal. For a systea
with an odd nuwber of electrons the square of the tiae-reversal operator -8- i s
- 1 , while for systems with even nunber of electrons i t is +1.
The

set

of

functions

j , X \

which

spans

the

product

representations \~ x (""can be divided into a symmetrical subset j j ^.Xt*

of

f>\X. J

* n i c ° do not mix, arid the

and an antisymmetrical subset £ \T• X\~ / i / h f

representations resulting froa the decomposition of the product can thus be
referred as symmetric or antisymmetric.If a symbol Ev is intruduced so that for
time-odd operators V i t i s equal to - 1 and for time even operators i t is + 1 ,
the condition

that

the operator V which transforms according to T

has non-

vanishing matrix elements between the states characterized oy | , is that, i f
82

£

v

>

0,

P

must

[ P'x T ] - • I f 8 f

be

contained

in

the symmetric direct

product

-< 0, i t must be contained i n the antisymmetric part

of T x T .
The magnetic moment ^
according

to

the

representation

Is
0

an odd time operator which transforms
of

the rotation

group,

and to

the

representation f~4 of the cubic group. This implies that in the case of an
ion with odd number of

electrons,

the Zeeman interaction can l i f t

degeneracy of a crystal field representation I

if

|

A

the

appears at least once

51/ . . .
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in the symmetric part of the decomposition of the direct product V x l"~. For
the» even-electron systems this holds i f I A belongs to the asymmetrical part

of T x T .
As shown in section II.B.3 the states of various representations of
the cubic group can be classified as the states of a fictitious angular
momentu». The Migner-Eckart theorem shows that i f the representation
appears once (and in a proper way) in the decomposition 1 x 1

|A

the vector V

can be replaced by o( J where J is the fictitious ipgular mcmentun of tne
representation |
fictitious

momentum

triplets

I

contain |

4

the

. Thus the magnetic momentum can be replaced Dy the

A

and

o( T
[~L.

for

tne

doublets I ,

The decomposition

of

P,

and l~7
x

|~*3

and

the

does

not

and thus the Zeeman interaction cannot l i f t the degeneracy of

doublet

decomposition

\\.

On the

other

hand

\~& appears

twice

in

the

("1 x ["„; this case will be considered in more detail

later.

3.a. Zeeman effect in a Kramers doublet

Consider a Kramers doublet (the cubic \ , or I . doublets for an
iun with odd number of electrons or any other doublet for such an ion in a
crystal field of symmetry lower than cubic), well isolated from any other
energy levels. The degeneracy of this doublet can be removed by the Zeeman
effect. The time-odd operator U has values opposite in sign in the two states
of the doublet. As shown before, in this case the components of the vector
can be considered proportional to the components of a fictitious angular
momentum, or fictitious spin s whose comp rants are tne Pauli matrices - /T ,

J
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The

set

(equivalent

to

of

the

numbers

Lande

g. .

factor

represents

introduced

the

before)

gyromagnetic
and tne

factor

nunoer

of

components g. . depends on the symmetry of the crystal f i e l d . The set

of

numbers g. . does not represent a tensor and the common habit of calling the
gyromagnetic

factor a tenser comes from a confusion between the fictitious

spin s" and a real electronic spin [ 1 ] .
The numbers g. . cannot be determined directly from experiment.

In

fact, for a given orientation of the external magnetic field with respect to
the crystalline axes the energy of the Zeeman levels is determined by an
effective g-value

W=

±i/*9eff H c •

The effective

g-value

(33)

is

connected

to

the

gyromagnetic

factors

through the relation

2
B e ff = JJ gg
W J

.

(34)

where g* is the transposed matrix g and 1 represents the vector ( 1 1 1 )
x y z
whose components are the direction cosines of the magnetic
laboratory system. The product g

field i n

the

= gg represents a symmetrical tensor whose

components can be determined by measuring the Zeeman energy transitions i n
three mutually perpendicular planes. I t can be transformed in a diagonal form
with a matrix L [125] so that

LgV * V

05)

The elements of the matrix L are the direction cosines which connect
the principal

(X, Y, Z) axes of the tensor g to the laboratory axes. After
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2
the

principal

components

Jetermined by performing

of

g

are determined,

the square roots.

the components

g are

As discussed Defose,

ir> some

situations the p r i n c i p a l axes (X, Y, Z) can De connected with the geometrical
axes of the system ( f o r tetragonal, trigonal and orthoromoic symmetry).
Once the elements of tne
g - - value can be w r i t t e n simply as

J.
Seff
where l
the

9

, l

y

reference

2
gxx
2
9w

x

=

=2

have been determined, the effectis-e

„2 -, 2
2 ,2
2 ,2
+
9 X X lx M Y **llll
»

.., ,
(36;

a n d ! , are the direction cosines
frame

2
=

g

(X, Y, Z) o f the

2

g

of the magnetic

tensor.

For cubic

2

field in
symmetry

?

= gty = g,, = g
and in case of axial symmetry
g* =
2
2
2
9 x a n d 9zz = 9|l ^ Z * s a i o n 9 t n e d i s t o r t i o n a x i s ) .
Inside
a
given
J
the p r i n c i p a l
g-values
are given ay

9J<Tljzlr>

^9

=9J(TIJJJ)•

3.b. Zeeman effect i n a t r i p l e t

In the case o f a \& or T 5 t r i p l e t

the magnetic momentum u can be

replaced by a f i c t i t i o u s angular momentum J , with J = l . Since these t r i p l e t
states appear only i n cubic symmetry,the gyromagnetic factor has only one
component: the t r i p l e t i s s p l i t i n t o three equidistant singlets, the s p l i t t i n g
being proportional with the g value and the i n t e n s i t y of the magnetic f i e l d ,
but independent of the orientation o f the magnetic f i e l d with respect to the
c r y s t a l l i n e axes.

3.c. Zeeman effect i n a L quadruplet

The
of

representation

\~u

appears

twice

in

the

decomposition

Fa x r~8. fin adaptation o f the wigner-Eckart theorem shrvs U,i26,

127]
5V . . .
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that the matrix elements of a time-odd vector within a manifold
specified by two constants.
angular momentum J = ~

M- = aJ *W
f^l

'"z*"*

-*•
The magnetic momentum ju and the

I „ can be
o
fictitious

can be connected by the relations [126]:

; M = aJ +bJ
z*Ax

x

and M- = aJ +bJ
X

/ y

. »

""y™" y

(37)

such that

(38)

t ( t | |-yu.a | t | >
The

electron*.:

-P'-Jd^tlb)

Zeeman

interaction

can

thus

be

written

H = g p J H+u p £ j j y . J^Hy+ J^H 2 -1 (J.H) { 3J(J*l)-1} ]

as
(39)

where the. last term in the square braket has been added to give to the
Hamiltonian definite transformation properties.
The eigenvalues of this Hamiltonian, expressed in units of E/

H are

obtained by solving the secular equation

y4 - (P2* W2) y2 • P V •

(40)

• (P-3Q) (P*Q)2(3P-Q) (n 2 n 2 *n 2 n 2 *n 2 n 2 )=0

where n, are the direction cosines of tne external magnetic field relative
to the cube edge, p = g,P' and Q = gjO*. The energy

levels are not

equidistant and they depend on the magnitude of the external magnetic field
and its orientation relative to the cubic axes. Mhen the last term in the left
side of eq.(AO) vanishes, i.e. when either P = 3Q or P = -Q or 3P = Q, the
Zeeman levels do not depend on the orientation. Mhen IQ enters more than
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once in the decomposition of J in the crystal field, its wavefunctions depeno
on the composition parameter x of the cubic crystal field potential and so do
the positions of the Zeeman levels, An exact analytical solution of eq.(ao)
cannot be given except for special orientations of the magnetic field:
(a) For H parallel to 1100 I the four solutions of eq.<«0) are

Y

(4i)

l , 2 = t P and Y 3 A = t 0

(b) For H parallel to | 111 I,

Y2 2 = ± 1

^<PWK

2PQ and Y 3 ^ = •£<?-<»

<*>

(c) For H parallel to 1110 I,

Y

l 2 * t -W*^*

(PvQ)

frCPW>-2P9

î/5"

Y3>4 = t j i j / p 2 ^ -

(A3)

(P+0) V7(P2+02)-2P0

An axial distortion of the crystal field will split

the

P8

quartet. If the distortion is tetragonal, the quartet is split into two
doublets, while a trigonal distortion spUts T 8 into a doublet and a pair
of singlets. However, according to the Kramers theorem, those two singlets
must have the same energy. If the distortions are weak enough they can leave
the wavefunctions of the levels unchanged and in the tetragonal field one of
the doublets can be characterized by the wavefunctions | • ±)
by I + - ) .

and the other

The Zeeman effect inside each of these doublets will oe

characterized by two g-values, g„ and g^as follows:
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(a) in the case of a «eak tetragonal distortion:

- ins>de the J - j / doublet, g M = *2Q ano qx = -\3P-d

|

(AAa)

- inside tne ( - £ / doublet, g ( | = -2P and g = ^|P-3Q |

(&«j)

(b) in the case of a weak trigonal distortion:

- inside the | ^ /

doublet, g (| = | P-Q |and g^= P+Q

- inside the | ^ /
in

fact

composed of

a

(45a)

doublet, which in trigonal crystal fields is

pair

of

singlets

f~*

and [~"[,

the tensor

g2

has one non-vanishing component

9

zz = 3 (p2+ ° 2 )

+ 2P0

(450)

3.d. Zeeman effect in the case of a cubic \

douDlet

i n intermediate crystal field

The eqs (13) for the two states of the cubic

H. douolet lead to a

g-value of

g

= 2cos » - — k s i n O c o s » + f (k
- l)sln 2 »
3
l l
'7
\f3 V 2
22

.

r

As shown by this relation, g

(46)

depends on tne ratio of the spin-oroit
'7
parameter J to the crystal field splitting V and on the two orbital reduction
r

parameters. The g-value for the excited

g-,

= 2sln » + - = ka

t

f~ doublet is

sin»cos» * J \

t '

1,co8

*

<*7)
57/ ...

58/
These two g-values together with the energy i n t e r v a l

r;

sm2»

r7

which can be measured by optical absorption, should make possible the
estimation of the parameters k
of g

(

f

, kf .

and V [95J. If the value

cannot be measured, an approximate fitting procedure must be used.

'7
4. Zeanan effect and the hyperfine interaction in crystals

For a given crystal field state characterized by a fictitious angular
momentum J the hyperfine interaction can be written as

^ . J » ! . ^ ^

(49)

i)

where the set of numbers A. . represents the hyperfine interaction parameter
and, like the gyromagnetic factor g.., it is not a tensor [1].
The treatment of the hyperfine interaction for ions in crystals must
take into account the relative strength of the hyperfine interaction as
compared to the electronic and nuclear Zeeman interaction
In the case of a Kramers doublet, the set A, , can contain a large
number of components and can be asymmetric. Usually the electronic Zeeman
interaction is much stronger than the hyperfine interaction and the electronic
and nuclear spins are quantized along different axes, when the nuclear
quadrupole interaction can be neglected, the nuclear spin participates in the
hyperfine and nuclear Zeeman interaction. The nuclear Hamilton!an

H = .1 A I - g n p n H I

(50)
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nay be written as an interaction between the nuclear spin and an effective
magnetic field

H = -g n /* n H e T F I

(51)

This field i s the sum of the external Magnetic field and the hyperfine field
K f created by the electrons at the site of the nucleus [128]

"*eff
-*
H ef = K - • H =
nr

g

l
!

-

~
*
JA • H

(52)

n rn
• *

Such a hyperfine

field H^f is the orbital field defined by eq.(18).

It

depends on the electronic state. Thus in the case of a Kramers doublet the
hyperfine fields for the two electronic states are collinear and equal, but of
opposite sign. These hyperfine fields add'to the external magnetic field and
the resulting effective fields are noncollinear and of different modulus. The
nuclear spin is quantized in the effective field for each electronic state fnd
the nuclear wavefunctions corresponding to a given electronic state M.. are
connected to those corresponding" to another state M by the relation:

lro(*5>> *H

a

m> ( W )I" , (H'3)>

(53)

m*
where

dif,
mm

( W )

are

the

matrix

elements

of

the

irreducible

representation of the rotation group and (*) is the rotation which carries the
direction h j f ^ over into ^ f f ^ .
Three cases may be distinguished dependent on the relative magnitudes
of ^

f

and iTin eq (52), viz.

( i ) The hyperfine magnetic field is much stronger than the external magnetic
f i e l d . This is the case for uranium ions, where an estimate of tne or Ditai
hyperfine magnetic field [106] gives values of the order 3.2xl060e for

59/ . . .
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...

U 5 *,

4.6xl060e

for

U**

and

A.9xl060e

for

U3*

as

compared with

the

usual values 10 -10 Oe for the external magnetic f i e l d . In this case the
"*eff
contribution of the external magnetic field to H
can safely oe neglected,
and the contribution of the nuclear Zeeman interaction is considered only as a
perturbation.
( i i ) The hyperfine and the external magnetic fields are of the same order of
magnitude. This is of importance for the superhyperfine interaction and w i l l
be considered later.
( i i i ) The case when | H | » | K - | is of nc importance for our discussion.
In the case ( i ) the procedure for the determination of the components
A, . is similar to that of the gyromagnetic factor. As before, a symmetrical
A

tensor can be defined which can be diagonalized by a suitable choice of

axes. An important problem is that of the simultaneous diagonalization of the
gyromagnetic
restrictive

g, -

and

hyperfine

assumptions

on

the

A. ,

sets.

spatial

This

is

environment

possible
are

made

if
and

some
the

wavefunctions of the Kramers doublet pan be constructed from the wavefuncUons
of a single J level [ 1 ] . The situation of simultaneous diagonalization of the
gyromagnetic factor and hyperfine interaction is very common. The first-order
contribution i n the hyperfine energy can then be written as

where K is given by the relation

gV= l V

A2 • i V

x *xx xx

*

y *yy

A2
yy

+

l V
z *zz

A2

(55)

zz

for the case of rhombic symmetry and

Z 2

K = g 2 A2 cos20 • g 2 A2 sin 2 »

(56)
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for the axial symmetry. In the case of cubic symmetry the hyperfine energy
does not depend on the orientation of the magnetic f i e l d and K = A.

For the systems «here we can neglect any influence of other manifolds
of different J, a general relation
A A
A
AT
_? = _Z _ _? _ _ i
*x *y " *z ~ *J

(57>

holds. Any deviation from this relation shows that the J-mixing must be taken
into account.
For the triplets

\~ă and

I,, which arise only in cubic symmetry,

the hyperfine Hamilton!an is characterized by a single parameter, A, and
^

f

=A J I

(58)

with 3 = 1.

In the case of a
deduction of

PL quartet the same arguments as used in the

the Zeeman interaction,

lead to the

following

hyperfine

Hamiltonian:

H,^ - A J l \ U { ftx + 5^Iy + f\% - I <J.l) (3J(J+1)-1} .

(59)

Mien the nuclear spin 1 ^ 1 , the nuclear quadrupole interaction must
be taken into account. For a Kramers doublet, if the symmetry is rhombic, the
quadrupole Hamiltonian i s , as shown before

H

Q'" p ( C l z - J « ^ M • \lU\ - lj> }

<«)

Mien the symmetry is axial, the "asymmetry parameter" *l vanishes, and for
cubic symmetry P is equal to zero.
In the case of the triplets

Q and [Z and the guadrupolet H.

the quadrupole interactions depend, not only on the parameter P, but also on
61/

...
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two constants m and n, and can generally be written as [1]:

Mhen the superhyperfine interaction with the ligand nuclei is also
present, it leads to -an additional splitting of the energy levels. The
SLperhyperfine Haailtonian is a sua of individual contributions. If tne
symmetry of the crystal field is cubic, such an individual contribution is of
the axial form:

H. = A

L _L

.L„L~

L~

L ^ H ' Z ' / M ^ ^ V V -*» PnH'

(62)

l

where the symmetry axis is along the ion-ligand bono. Sometimes, when I L ^ 1 ,
a

ligand

nuclear

quadrupole

interaction

F^"t(I^>2

-

\

IL(IL*l)j

must be added to eq (62). Mhen the symmetry of the crystal field is lower than
cubic, more hyperfine parameters are necessary in (62). Thus, for a tetragonal
distortion, the superhyperfine part is

= J . A

and depends [129] on five parameters:

A=

"1

«2

A

4

«2

A

A

A

I

(63)

s s s
The superhyperfine interaction leads to a very complex splitting of the energy
levels, depending on the number, nature and the symmetry of the llgands around
the central ion.
62/ ...
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These considerations show that the Zeeaan splitting in combination
•ith

(or without) the hyperfine interaction contains a large amount

of

information on the ion under study and on the host. However, the stuoy of the
Zeeaan effect on the optical transitions of the ions in crystals is difficult
since it amounts to much less than 1 cm" , and most information is lost
because of the width of the optical transitions. A very useful metnoo, which
circumvents many of the difficulties encountered in the study of the optical
Zeeman effect is EPR.

III. SURVEY ON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE

Usually, only the lowest Zeeman components, which are populated at
the temperature at which the experiment is carried out, are involved in the
resonance phenomena. The ensemble of these states are characterized as the
states of a fictitious (or effective) spin S, (2S+1) being the number of the
levels involved in the resonance transitions. When the paramagnetic centers
are ions in crystals, these levels are Zeeman components of the crystal field
levels, and the fictitious spin S is usually different from the real spin S.
In almost all cases only the states of a single crystal field level are
involved in resonance, and the fictitious spin is in fact the fictitious
angular momenta* 3 defined above. In this case, the electromagnetic field will
induce transitions between states which are eigenfunctions of a so-called
"spin Hamiltonian" which collects together all the interactions described in
the section III.D.A, written in the components of the fictitious spin: tne
electronic

and nuclear Zeeman, the hyperfine, superhyperfine and nuclear

quadrupole interaction.

In some situations the fictitious spin is larger tnan
63/ ...

6V . . .
that determined fro» the number of levels involved in resonance. In this case,
a zero-aagnetlc field splitting tern (stronger than tne electronic Zeenan
Interaction) must be added to the spin Haniltonian in order to separate tne
levels which take part in the resonance phenomenon fro» the other levels wnich
are not involved. A typical case is that of the resonance inside the douolet
originating fro» a

|~4 or \~5 triplet state due to an axial distortion.

Though only two levels are involved in the resonance, the nost suitaole
classification for the» is as the states I + l ) and | - l )
S s 1, and the state I o )

of a fictitious spin

is removed by adding a tern DfS -

S(S+D] to the

spin Haniltonian.
An electromagnetic field interacts with the electronic magnetic
moments through its magnetic component H,coswt.

H r -jH. HjCOSWt

(64)

If we consider a paramagnetic ion without nuclear spin, whose ground
state is a Kramers doublet and whose gyromagnetic factor is characterized by
three values

(g , g

and g ), and if H, «H

, the interaction (64)

will induce between its two transitions states with the probability P per unit
time is proportional to

P~H*|<MS

|gxsx*gysy+gzs2 | M » S ) | 2 g ( ^ )

(65)

The function g( V ) is the line shape function and expresses the
effect of the various interactions which can lead to a finite width of the
resonance lines. The sources of broadening can oe inhomogenities in the
applied magnetic filed, lattice strains, interactions between spins and so on.
For a Kramers ion the line shape is usually symmetric and g( V ) can be
expresed by Gaussian or Lorentzian functions centred on the frequency V,:
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-Ms

~*

s

The matrix element in eq.(65) shows that the transition is governed
by the selection rule | Ms- M* | = 1 and the probability is maximum wnen
the variable magnetic field i s in the plane (x y).
For a Kramers doublet eq.(66) establishes a connection between the
electromagnetic field frequency

nV

« = 9eff

and the external magnetic field H :

H

l67)

o
3

A

For the usual magnetic fields of 10 - 10
of the order of 10

gauss the frequency is

Hz.

Spin-lattice

relaxation

can be

accomplished

tnrougn

different

processes based on the interaction of the paramagnetic ion with the lattice
vibrations. This interaction leads to an exchange of energy between ion and
lattice by absorption and/or emission of phonons (energy quanta of the lattice
vibrations). The main processes of the spin-lattice relaxation are:
(a) the modulation of the interaction between spins due to the lattice
vibrations. There are two such processes [130], a direct one by which the spin
undergoes a resonance transition due to the' absorption or emission of a
resonant phonon ( V = V ) and a biphononlc (or Raman) process by which the
spin interacts with a non-resonant phonon, undergoes a resonance transition
and emits another phonon of frequency (V

• VQ) •

(b) the modulation of the crystal field due to the lattice vibrations (the
Orbach process) [131, 132]. This leads to a dynamic orbit-lattice interaction
which, through the spin-orbit interaction causes relaxation of the spin. As in
the previous case, there are direct and bi-phononic Orbach processes.
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The

ten>perature

spin-lattice
dependence

for

relaxation
each

of

time
the

T,

processes

has

a

characteristic

described

above.

The

relaxation phenomena have a strong influence on the EPR experiments. They can
broaden the lines and i n many instances EPR can be observed only at very lew
temperatures, when the relaxation processes are less effective.
When a hyperfine interaction is present and i t is much weaker than
the electronic Zeatnan interaction (the usual case), the nuclear spin w i l l be,
as shown before, quantized along tne effective electronic magnetic f i e l d . As a
result

the nuclear eigenfunctions depend parametrically on the electronic

quantun nunber Ms for each electronic state and the wave function of the
system can be written as a product I Ms m(Ms)/ = | M S / J m(M s )/ .
In this case the transition probability in unit time is proportional
to

P

where

d_~;

~ H î K M S l*x S xVy + g * S z |M S> I' *"> l d L ' (W >! 2
( w )

has

been

defined

in

section

II.C.

(68)

When tne

angle

between the two electronic effective fields is equal to H . dSz'. (TT )=o
mm'
and

the selection rule for the hyperfine

transitions is flHn'=0. tacn

electronic transition will then be split into (21+1) hyperfine components of
equal intensity. If the angle fc/is different from IT, transitions with m-m'
different from zero can appear (forbidden hyperfine transitions).
The superhyperfine interaction leads to an additional splitting of
the resonance lines. In this case the effective electronic fields cannot be
considered as collinear except for some orientations of tne external magnetic
field. For these special

orientations only

the allowed

superhyperfine

transitions with the selection rule A m L = 0 can occur, and each electronic
transition is split into (21+1) components. For all other orientations the
spectra may contain forbidden supsrhyperfine transitions.
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If the paramagnetic ion i s surrounded by n equivalent

ligsnds

(ligands of the same isotopic species, at trie same distance from the central
ion) and the direction of the magnetic field makes the same angle with the
central ion-ligand direction

for all

these ligands,

the superhyperfine

structure consists of (2nl +1) components whose intensity is symmetrically
distributed according to the binomial rule:

1 : n: ^ L

:

:

2

»'

,

:

: - J * ^ : n : 1.

kl(n-k)!

2

In the case of an odd number of equivalent ligands there will be an even
nunber of

superhyperfine

components.

When there

are many groups

of

inequivalent nuclei the superhyperfine structure from each group obeys the
same rule but the overall superhyperfine pattern i s very complex. For
arbitrary orientations

of

the magnetic

field

this

pattern is

complicated by the presence of the forbidden transitions.

further

Usually the

superhyperfine splitting is small and can be obscured by the linewioth. Also
in many instances i t is impossible to make EPR superhyperfine measurements
along the principal axes (which give directly the diagonal components of the
interaction) because the structure due to the particular ligand is concealed
by the unresolved structure due to the other ligands. In this case special
techniques such as ENDOR (Electron Nuclear Double Resonance) must oe used.
This technique makes possible the measurement of the effect of a nuclear
magnetic

resonance

-

like

transition

( Anij

= 1)

on the

electron

paramagnetic resonance line by tie simultaneous application of a strong
microwave field and of a raoiofrequertcy field of a frequency corresponding to
the "nuclear" transition

which i s

proportional

to

the

superhyperfine

splitting, this technique allows also the determination of some very fine
effects as for instance the pseudonuclear g value which can arise when some
low-lying excited states are admixed into the ground itate, by the common
67/ . . .
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action

of

the

electronic

Zeeman

and

hyperfine

interaction

or

the

pseudoquadrupole effect, which expresses the mixing of the excited states into
the ground state through a second-order hyperfine interacticn (133J.
For

a

cubic

triplet

|4

or

f\

the

spin

Ha.»iltonian

(S=l)

contains an electronic Zeeman tenn with an isotropic g-value and a sun of
terms D. Â . S . ,

which express the small zero-field splitting produced by

the lattice strains. At the same time, these strains can mix the three states
of
with

the

t r i p l e t and the magnetic microwave field can induce transitions

A M = 1 between

the

states

J-l)

—«• \o}

and | o ) —»

ll^

and

transitions AM=2 between the states 1 - 1 / and|+l) . These latter transitions
are known as "half-field" transitions because they show up at an apparent
g-value,

gapp

electric

component

of 2g.
of

transitions of the type

The transitions A M=2 can also be induced by the
the
AM=2

microwave

field.

At

very

high

intensities,

can be induced by the simultaneous absorption of

two microwave quanta at gapp= g [134]. The normai A M=l transitions are very
broad because the M=0 Zeeman level i s very sensitive to trie lattice strains,
especially to those of axial symmetry. The distribution of these

lattice

strains leads to a strong broadening of the M=0 level and of a l l the resonance
transitions in which this level i s involved. The levels M = +1 are broadened
only due to the lower symmetry strains through a second-order effect, so the
"half-field"

transitions are much narrower than the

M=l transitions. The

double-quantum transitions are s t i l l narrower because they are influenced oy
the broadening of only one of the levels J ± i > . Thus the double quantum
transitions show up as very sharp lines superimposed on the very broad lines
with A M = 1 . In the case of an axial distortion the triplets
split into a doublet and a singlet.
transitions

If

can be induced between i t s

!~4 or f e are

the oouolet i s lowest, resonance
two levels.

Though the resonance

observed is a doublet, which can be well isolated from any other levels, the
best

formalism to

describe

the resonance i s a fictitious spin S=l formalism

69/
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with two principal g-values
splitting term DtS^ -

(g„ and g x )

S(S*1)]

and with the axial zero

added as explained before.

field

The apparent

g-values at which the resonance is observed are Q^**= 2g H and g^Bv 0. Tne
term corresponding
( Q or

to

the lattice strains i s also included. For a t r i p l e t

Tc) or a non-Kramers doublet the presence of strains has a strong

effect on the line shape, which is no longer symmetrical as in the case of
Kramers ions but i s broad on the low magnetic f i e l d side and sharp on the hign
field side. The hyperfine interaction shows similar features to the g-value,
i.e.,

for a non-Kramers doublet A®**5 = 2A„ , A ^ o ,

and the quadrupole

interaction has no effect upon the spectra.
The

electron

paramagnetic

resonance

for

I~

quartets

is

very

unusual. The spin-Hand ltonian when 1=0 i s givei by eq.(3?) and the energy
eigenvalues can be obtained by solving the bi-quadratic secular eq.(*C). An
accurate analytical solution for eq.(AO) cannot be ootained except for some
special orientations of the external magnetic field with respect to the cubic
axes. As expected from the form of eq.(AO) the Zeeman levels are anisotropic
and are symmetric in pairs with respect to the zero energy. When the magnetic
field is along the cube edge three resonance transitions are usually observed,
the transition I - r ) * " ~ I - )
1 2 '

»2/

« t a n effective g-value of 20 and with an
*

2

intensity proportional to (3P-Q) , the line J r /

~

*»

I- f ) at 2P and with an

intensity (P-30) 2 and M l i n e corresponding to the transitions 1 1 1 ) - - • | t

|^

at P-0, with an intensity 3(P*Q) 2 . The f i r s t two lines are sharp but the
third one is usually much broader, being very sensitive to any weak distortions
of the cubic f i e l d . In many cases, because of i t s large line width and low
Intensity, this line Is not seen i n the spectra. The lines are usually very
anisotropic. Thus the line at 2P with I? along 1100 I goes in
with

H

«lcna

) 111 | and

i n { 2(P 2 *0 Z ) T |

<P*0>

6(P Z *Q Z )*2P0

||7<PW>-2PQ }

U2

along 1110 ?, while the line at 2Q with i t along 1100 I goes i n P-Q with H*
along l l l i land {2(P2*^)*^{P*Q)

/ liP+ft-Tn)^*

with H parallel
69/
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to 1110 I [135]. The intensity of the lines is also dependent on orientation.
SW

*w

^*

For instance, around |111 | the lines | ~) - ^

|- ~)

almost completely while the transitions j - ^/

'"**' I ~ £ /

A*

and | | )

* *

| - | ) drop

hecoae strong. Tne

parameters 2P and 20 which characterize EPR of an ion whose ground state i n a
cubic f i e l d is e
of

L

the crystal f i e l d

wavefunctions

given

quartet can be connected with the composition parameter
potential using the analytical expressions
in

Section

II.B.7.

Thus

in

case

of

a

for
L.

the
state

originating from a 3=9/2 level the EPR parameters can be calculated using the
wavefunctions of e q . ( l l a ) . Finally we get [79, 80]

2P = (3 cos2 fl - 5 sin 2 « ) Kjgj
(69)
2Q = y (3 cos2 6 - 5 sin 2 6 • 8 ^21 sin € cos « ) K ^ j

«here g , i s the Lande factor for the ground electronic state ( i n case of a
pure

I9/2

state i t

is 8/11),

K, is a reduction factor

for g , ano the

fictitious angle 3- i s defined by e q . ( l l c ) . The (nowledge of the resonance
parameters 2P and 2Q allows one the determination of both Q and K,.
For a weak axial distortion the usual resonance is observed inside
the lowest Kramers doublet with g values given by eq.(44a or b) or by
eq.(45a), depending on the symmetry and sign of the distortion.
trigonal distortion leaves the doublet J t | / l o w e s t ,

When a

no resonance can be

observed i n this doublet.
ke stress the fact that the strong g anisotropy given by eq. (aa a
and b) and (45 a) i s connected only with the values of the cubic parameters P
and 0 and not with the intensity of the axial distortion.

If

the axial

distortion is strong i t can admix otner states i n the Kramers doublet and the
g-values w i l l be different from those given i n eqs.(*4a and b) and (45a and r ) .
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Transitions between the Zeeman components of the crystal fielo levels
of the paramagnetic ions in crystals can be induced not only by an
electromagnetic field, but also by the oscillations of the crystal field
caused by an external acoustic field of suitable frequency. This kind of
resonance is known as acoustic paramagnetic resonance (APR) or ultrasonic
paramagnetic resonance (UPR) and has been used in the study of U 4 * in
fluorite.
This brief account of the EPR method shows that it is of great value
in determining the properties of the lowest Zeeman levels of the ground state.
Because the Zeeman interaction and the other interactions described by the
spin

Hamiltonian

are

perturbations

on

the

eigenstates

of

the

other

interactions, the parameters determined in an EPR experiment can be useful to
understand some general properties of the ion under study.

IV. EPR STUOIES OF URANIUM IONS

A. Studies of hexavalent uranium

Hexavalent uraniu* is diamagnetic and cannot be studied by EPR.
However, some EPR studies on paramagnetic centers connected with hexavalent
uraniui or on paramagnetic IT* centers obtained by transforming ir* by
trapping an electron on the lowest excited level (as discussed in section
II.A.3.g.) proved to be useful in obtaining information on tne

centers.

This electron can be supplied by Irradiating the crystals which contain
with gamma or X-rays at room temperature. As examples we discuss the case of
"**

in alkali- and alkaline-earth

fluorides. The bright green or yellow
71/ ...
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luminescence of the If** complexes in alkali (Li, Na, K) or alkaline-earth
(Ca, Sr) fluoride crystals grown in presence of oxygen has been known for a
long time.

1. Alkali fluorides

Many studies of optical absorption, luminescence, piezospectroscopic
effects, Stark effect or chronospectroscopy on hexavalent uranium in alkali
fluorides

[136-1*5] have

luminescent

established

that

there' is

a

great

variety

centers, all connected with the presence of oxygen

symmetry of the prevailing centers is C.

of

and the

or C ^ . In all these cases the

direction 1100 I plays a particular role in the symmetry of the centers. For the
main luminescent center in LiF and NaF the symmetry has been estaolished
unambiguously as (^ . The luminescence spectra from this center contain two
series of lines,one of electric dipole nature(with zero-phonon lines at 5185 A
for LiF and 5528 A for NaF) and one of magnetic dipole nature (5277 8 and
5636 8 ) . Because of its relatively small ionic radius, the hexavalent uranium
(0.73 ft) can easily substitute for the alkali ions
0.97 fl and K + ,

1.33 ft), while 02~

(Li*, 0.68 A; Na + ,

(1.3* ft) substitutes easily for F~

(1.33 ft), thus assuring the charge compensation. Same other point defects can
also contribute to the charge compensation. Despite the large amount of work
devoted to these systems, the optical studies could not give the answer to
some very important problems such as:
(i) The nature of the uranium centers. Basically the models proposed can be
divided into two groups L146]: those based on
those based on a uranate structure
the first case it has
F" - M * - F ~

been

a

uranyl

) group and

equally bonded to more oxygens). In

assumed that the uranyl group substitutes for

(along a 11001 direction) [140, 143]. A recent paper which

disregards previously published data

proposes a uranyl

group

directed

along
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i l l l i substituting for the alkali ion and a fluorine vacancy on the same axis
[147].

This model gives a trigonal symmetry for the center,

previous measurements have shown clearly that none of the u

though the
luminescent

centers in LiF has trigonal symmetry, in the second group of models, Runciman
1137] proposed that the main luninescent center was an octahedral uranate
group

U0v~

which

substituted

a model with U 6 * substituting

the

group MF^~.

Feofilov

[139]

fot M* and five 0 2 ~ substituting

proposed
for F~

i n the nearest neighbourhood of uranium. A model based on a planar square
uranate group has also been proposed

[IAA].

( i i ) The nature of the vicinity of the active uraniun center. All the models
presented above, except that of Feofilov [ 3 9 ] , cannot assure the complete
charge compensation of uraniun. This model also gives C^
center.

However, i t

symmetry for the

cannot explain the large variety of the

luniniscent

centers and thus other models must also be considered. In the case of the
uranyl-based models, the charge compensation has been assuned to be oy some
substitutional

oxygen ions i n

the equatorial plane. The variety of

the

luminescent centers has been assumed to originate from the timber of those
substitutional

02~

ions.

However,

this

model

cannot

explain

the

C.

symmetry of the main luminescent center, except for the situation when a
charge compensator is placed i n the same direction as the uranyl axis.
For the octahedral uranate model proposed by Runciman, the extra
negative charge has been assuned to be compensated either by a fluorine
vacancy on the | 111 I direction (this would give a trigonal symmetry for the
centers,which has not been confirmed by experiment) or by some substitutional
high valence cations. This later model can explain a large variety of centers
as well the CA or C ^ symmetry. Runciman was able to check this assumption
by introducing calcium or silicon into uranium-doped NaF and by observing
their effect on the uranium luminescence or absorption spectra.
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A recent model, based on luminescence and electrical conductivity

measurements, assumes that the main ir

center in NaF is a UCn~ complex

associated with a F~ vacancy on the 1100 | axis [148-1503.
EPR has proved to be very useful in giving information

on

the

structure of these centers. Two main directions were investigated:
(a) In order to check the possibility of association of the octahedral uranate
group with substitutional cations of valence higher than 1, paramagnetic ions
of valence »*2

(Cu 2 \

Mn2+),

+3

(Fe 3+ ,

Cr 3 + )

[151, 152] or

+4

(Mn 4+ )

[153] have been introduced together with uranium in LiF and NaF.
The EPR spectra of these samples are very complex and show the
presence of a large variety of paramagnetic centers involving either the
paramagnetic dopant ion, or other ions accidentally present in the samples.
Thus paramagnetic ions in valence states which generally cannot oe obtained in
the alkali fluorides could be stabilized this vay. A typical example is the
Cu 2 *

ion

for

which

a

large

variety

of centers

have been

obtained

by

co-doping LiF with uranium and copper oxides. Uraniun is so effective in
stabilizing Cu 2 * in LiF that this ion shows up as an accidental impurity in
almost all (even the purest) LiF : U crystals. The Cu
tetragonal or rhombic

( |1D0| or

11101 ) symmetry,

spectra show usually
and in most cases a

superhyperfine structure with less than six fluorine nuclei [151, 152]. The
very large anisotropy of the g-value and of the hyperfine structure as well as
the strong quadrupole interaction, show that these ions are submitted to tne
action of a strong axial distortion of the crystal field. This means that the
Cu 2 * ions are not placed randomly in the lattice, but in such a position
that the first coordinating sphere contains not only F" ions but also Cr~.
Together with the strong crystal field distortion this suggests that the
Cu 2 * ions are placed in the near neighbourhood of the

ion surrounded

by an oxygen octahedron and contribute to the charge compensation. No trigonal
centers have been observed,

but in case of the EPR spectra of higher
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valence paramagnetic co-dopants this symmetry predominates. Thus for Hn

in

uranium doped LiF crystals [135], only a trigonal EPR spectrum corresponding
to a very strong axial crystal field (the fine structure term D is stronger
than the electronic Zeeman interaction) has been observed. It is difficult to
give an accurate model for this Hn

center, but obviously its presence is

connected with the presence of the hexavalent uranium.
Thus the EPR studies have shown that Runciman was correct in assuming
that the hexavalent uranium can introduce in tne alkali fluorite crystals more
oxygen than necessary

for its charge compensation

and that the negative

extracharge present can be compensated by introducing in the crystals cations
with valence larger than +1. It was also shown that this aliovalent cation can
occupy different substitutional positions around the uranium-oxygen complex,
thus explaining, at least in part, the variety of the luminescent uranium
centers in these crystals. The concentration of paramagnetic ions which coulo
be introduced this way into the alkali fluorides was sensioly smaller than the
total concentration of uranium centers.
(b) A more direct insight into the structure of luminescent IT* centers in
alkali

fluorides

paramagnetic u
of

these

structure

u
of

is

obtained

if

the

U

ions

can

be

converted

into

ions. From the characteristic features of the EPR spectra
ions
the

(symmetry,

parent

IT*

g-values,
centers

superhyperfine

can

sometimes

be

structure),

tne

inferred.

The

irradiation at room temperature with X or gamma rays has proven to be very
effective in transforming u* + into U 5 * in LiF [15A-156], NaT L155-157] and
KF [158]. A large variety of IT* centers has been obtained whose study gives
information about the parent ll6* centers too [146]. It is concluded that
even if a parent lr* center can produce many IT* centers by irradiation,
the EPR studies show that there is a large variety of IT* centers. The very
small g-values of the EPR spectra show that the paramagnetic centers are
uranate

(V) species and not uranyl

(UOj) structures for which values of
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g „ ~ A and g A ~ 0 should be expected (as for the case of the neptunyl groups
[159]). This rules out completely the uranyl-based models for the luminescent
centers in alkali fluorides.
The

symmetry

of

the

centers

is

either

cubic,

tetragonal,

orthorhombic or of lower symmetry. For almost all the EPR spectra the crystal
(1001 axis is one of the main symmetry axes. Rotations from this direction,
observed

for some low synmetry u

centers, can be connected with some

defects associated with u 3 * and are not connected with the original IT
centers. No center of trigonal symmetry has been ooserved.
In LiF and NaF the prevailing u

center has tetragonal symmetry

and shows superhyperfine structure due to a F~ ligand placed on the symmetry
axis. Heasurements on selected samples (which contain almost only

one type of

luninescent renter) have shown that this IT* center can be connected with
the main luminescent center of C.

symmetry [15*, 155, 160]. This shows that

the main luninescent IT* center in LiF and NaF has the structural mouel
proposed by Feofilov [130]. The likelihood of this model has been stressed in
some recent studies on absorption and laser excitation and MCD of IT* in LiF
[161, 162], using as arguneht the EPR studies on LT + [155]. This rules out
the model [1*8-150] based on a U0T~ complex associated with a
vacancy on the

JDO

fluorine

axis.

The prevailing u 5 * center in KF* has quasi-tetragonal symmetry with
a superhyperfine structure due to two ligand nuclei with I = 1/2. Centers of
tetragonal or lower symmetry with such structure have been observed also in
NaF and LiF [1*6, 156, 156]. The superhyperfine splitting for these centers is
much smaller than for the center discussed above and can be due either to two
protons (in two OH" groups or a HJD" group) or to two fluorine nuclei in
a F~ group placed on the symmetry axis. Most probably, this association
which involves two 1 = 1/2 nuclei is formed during irradiation by trapping one
of them by the other which is originally connected with the U 6 * center.
76/ ...
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Many

centers without auperhyperfine structura and with a slight

anisotropy have been observed i n LiF:U co-doped with silver, capper or gold,
which originate in the parent uranate UC~ groups.
A very anisotropic

tetragonal

ctnter

without

stpcrftyperfine

a>

structure can be explained by a aodel iaplying a fluorine vacancy an the
distortion axis. Host probably this vacancy i s foxaed during irradiation.

2. Alkaline-earth fluorides

The green luminescence

of

uraniua i n

fluorite prepared

in

tne

presence of oxygen has been known for a long tiae [136, 163, 16*], out a
definite structural aodel Tor this center has not been inferred from these
studies. The f i r s t aodel for this luminescent center assuaed that u 6 * enters
substitutionally for Ca z * and four of the eight F~ ions are substituted by
0

ions i n order to preserve the charge neutrality

ion would be surrounded by two tetrahedra, one of F "
0

ions,

[165]. Thus the u 6 *
loos, the other of

resulting in a crystal f i e l d of inversionles; symmetry. Recent

Zeeman studies on the main luminescent line at 5212.5 % nave shown that the
centre has trigonal symmetry with inversion 1166}. Three structural models
were proposed without a definite preference for one of them, viz.
(a) a substitutional uranyl ion with the axis along a cubic | l l l l direction;
(b)

a substitutional

ir*

ion surrounded by two fluorine vacancies on the

same body diagonal of the cube, and with the otner F" ions substituted by

(c) an i n t e r s t i t i a l IT* ion surrounded by six substitutional 0

ions and

two F" ions on the sane I 111 I direction.
A l i these models assure a complete charge compensation within the
f i r s t coordination sphere of uraniu*. In oroer to select the right model an
EPR study of the transformation of the hexavalent uranium into pentavalent
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uranium under gamma i r r a d i a t i o n has been perfonned. The samples contained
before

irradiation,

[167-169]:

besides

a trigonal center

the

hexavalent

uranium,

three

lr

centers

( T r ) , without superhyperfine structure, which

consisted of a substitutional IT* ion surrounded by six substitutional 0
ions and two fluorine vacancies on the same | 111 | d i r e c t i o n , a rhonoic center
(Rh,) wnose structure i s similar t o the Tr center except that there are only
2five substitutional 0
sphere

(Ujese

[170-172]) and

centers
a

ions and a F
have

also beai

low-symmetry

ligand in the first coordination
identified

IT* center

in U -doped

( R N ) witnout

fluorite

superhyperfine

structure, which presumably has the same first coordination sphere as the Tr
center plus a nearby additional charge compensating defect.
The gamma irradiation' has a strong effect on the luminescent
center, whose spectrun decreases with radiation dose while a similar increase
is noticed in the intensity of the trigonal IT* EPR spectrum. The dependence
on dose is not smooth, probably because of some competitive processes such as
the decrease of the intensity of the Rhl and Rh3 ir + EPR spectra or a
transformation of part of the Tr centers due to irradiation. The parallel
behaviour of the luninescent IT* centers and of the Tr i/+ centers under
irradiation shows that their structure is similar, and thi-s the luminescent
ir* ion is substitutional and has six 0

and two fluorine vacancies in

the first coordinating sphere. The absence of any £PR spectrum with resonance
parameters close to those of UQÎ in the irradiated samples shows that no
uranyl centers are present In the non-irradiatea crystals.
The trigonal U 6 * center has a strongly emitting level at 5212.5 «.
This luminescence line can be used in order to measure ultratrace levels of
uranium in aqueous solutions [173, 17A], uranium

is co-precipitated

from

solutions with calcium fluoride, the precipitates are calcinated in air so as
to assure the formation of the uranate centers described above and the
luminescence

is excited with a suitaole

laser. By a careful choice of the
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experimental

conditions,

amounts as

low

as

AxlQ

M (10"

parts

per

b i l l i o n or 0.01 picograms per mi H i l i t e r ) could be detected by this method
[173].
These few examples show that the EPR measurements can be very useful
in

obtaining

information

on the

structure

of

luminescent

IT*

centers.

Connected with luminescence [154, 160, 161, 167-171] or thermoluminescence
[175] studies, the EPR measurements can also be useful in the study of the
conversion IT*-*- IT* during irradiation.

B. EPR of pentavalent uranium

As shown previously, because the actinide contraction is small at the
beginning of the series, the 5f orbital is not so well localized as .the 4f
orbital in the lanthanide series. Thus, despite the large spin-orbit coupling
in

the

actinides,

the

crystal

field

effects

for

the

ions

of

5fA

configuration can be for octahedral symmetry of the same order of magnitude or
even stronger than the spin-orbit ones. For eightfold or tetrahedral symmetry
the crystal field effects are small and a situation similar to the 6f

ions

i s expected.'The determination of the spectroscopic g-value by EPR is of great
importance i n obtaining information on the crystal f i e l d and bonding effects
i n crystals with I T * . Some characteristics of the EPR of this ion are as
follows:
(a) Because of the strong crystal field effects with octahedrally-coordinated
IT*

ions,

the

excited

levels

are

high enough,

so that

the

relaxation

processes are slow and the EPR spectra can be recorded at liquid nitrogen or
even higher temperatures.
(b) For U 5 * in extremely strong axial fields
of the excited

levels

(e.g. the groups UOp some

could be lowered near the ground state,

leading to a
79/ . . .
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strong spin-lattice relaxation. This in turn causes a pronounced broadening of
the lines and the spectra can be recorded only at liquid helium temperature.
(c)

For eightfold cubic coordination the |"^ and |~ levels originating
2
from the ground F 5 / 2 level of the free ion are bunched together, a strong
relaxation takes place and the spectra can be recorded only at very low
temperatures. A strong distortion may spread the crystal field levels, the
relaxation is weakened, and the resonance could be, in principle, observed at
somewhat higher temperatures. For a trigonal distortion the ground state could
be the non-magnetic doublut

H, and i n such a case no resonance takes place.

(d) The sign of the g-value is negative.
(e) The effective g-values are usually very small and high magnetic fields
must be employed in order to observe the resonance.

1. IT* I n octahedral crystalline fields

The EPR data for IT* in

diluted and concentrated systems are given

in Appendix I and Appendix IV.
For
asymmetric,

the concentrated

systems

but

systems

in

diluted

the

lines

they

are

are broad and slightly
sharp

and

symmetric,

characteristic for. Kramers ions.

l.a. Lr

I n concentrated systems

EPR measurements have been performed on concentrated halides and
oxides of I T * .

While in the case of halides the measurements have been

succes f u l [88, 9 1 , 95, 176-180], no clear evidence for IT* resonance have
been obtained for oxides.
For many IT* concentrated systems, optical data are also available,
and thus some of the characteristics of the crystal split levels (the crystal
f i e l d splitting and the orbital reduction factors) can be estimated.
80/ . . .
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The g-values for the IT* ion in concentrated halides are very low.
Some general trends can be observed In case of the concentrated systems. The
near g value (defined as g (2g • g„) in the case of axial symmetry) is around
0.6 to 0.77 when the ligands are F~ ions, 1.09 to 1.19 when the ligands are
m

Cl~ and 1.2 to 1.26 for compounds with Br", i . e .

the g-values are larger

in the more covalent compounds. The same trend is observed for the energy
difference between the Kramers doublets
of 7300 to 7400 cm

[~7 and |~7 which is of the order

in the compounds with F~, 6700 to 6800 in compounds

with chlorine and 6700-6850 in compounds with«bromine L91J. An analysis of the
crystal field splitting based on these experimental data shows that for cubic
complexes of pentavalent uranium, while the orbital reduction
k .
does not change much from compounds with F" (k . =
*2 2
<T2
to those with Br (0.906), the reduction factor k.
to the neighbourhood of uranium (0.9 for IF"
for U6r"). The crystal
series,

being

field splitting

respectively

3369

t

0.75

factor
0.935)

i s very sensitive
for UC1" and 0.50

decreases strongly along this

cm,

1119

cm

and

835

cm"1.

Unfortunately, the data given by different authors are not easily comparable,
because different approximations have been used. Thus, many papers use a
purely electrostatic crystal field, neglecting completely
reduction. Other authors use the approximation k_ f
«2*2

the orbital
= ,/k. . ,
y t2t2

which has been assured in the study of neptunium hexafluoride [85] and which
shows up to be incorrect [91, 95J. This explains why sometimes contradictory
results on the same system are reported, as is the case of CsUF6 L181, 182].
A connection between the data obtained from EPR and those obtained from
magnetic susceptibility has been made [183].
A systematic search for IT* EPR in seme concentrated oxides of
penttvalent

uranium has been undertaken but

compounds,

namely

structure) U3UOd and

NaU03,
NB3U04

LiU0?f

KU>3

none of
and

the

investigated

Ba2ScU06

(perowskite

(rock salt structure) and BiU04(fluorite
til/
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structure) has shown any detectable signal at temperatures as low as 7°K
[184]. More recent measurements on mixed oxides MUO, (M=Li, Na, K, RD) have
shown, even at room temperature, very broad signals with g-values between 2.4
and 4 [185]. These resonances cannot be explained by simple crystal field
models for IT*.

l.b. U5* in diluted systems

If for concentrated compounds the problem of the structure of tne
paramagnetic center i s not so difficult because crystallographic structural
data can be used, with diluted systems the problem i s more complex. Two kinds
of diluted systems have been studied, viz. systems for which the host cation
has the same valence as the dopant and there i s only one site of substitution,
and systems where the valence of the host cation differs strongly from the
dopant ion and the charge compensation mechanisms can give a large variety of
paramagnetic centers.

I . e . [r* In diluted oxide systems

on U5*

The EPfi studies

in

LiNbOj,

UTa0 3

and BiNb03

[184]

refer to the f i n . category. The IT* ion gives a spectrum of g about 0.7 and
the symmetry of th« site appears to be almost perfectly octahedral. The energy
difference between
and the

reduction

k„

*

f

Vj i s about 7050 cm . From this

lines corresponding to the !~7 *-* [^ and

the

V?
,/k f ¥
J Vl

[^ and

kTT~

V2

factors

i/"k"TT~

If V ? - . .
«

k = 0.8 and
s

ikk')

k;

-

have

ktf ft
been

k'

ll

T 7 *-— [^ transitions,

= 0.34
*

estimated.

transition

k'

(in the assumption
and.

The

search

k.

t

'1*2

»

for EPR

spectrin» in some ciher IT -doped (1 tc 5%) niobates or tantalates with
octahedral coordination for the pentavalent cation has been unsuccessful [184],
82/ . . .

i i 7 ••• l.d. u 3 * in diluted fluorides

There are two cases as follows:
(a) IT* in alkali fluorides. As shown in section IV.A, hexavalent uraniun
can be introduced

substitutional

in alkali

fluoride crystals

grown in

presence of oxygen. The EPR and optical studies of the crystals show that they
do

not contain

any paramagnetic

uranium ion (IT* to IT*) and all the

uranium is in the hexavalent form. These lr + ions can be converted to U 5 *
by X or rjamma irradiation and a great variety of paramagnetic centers can be
formed

this

way, corresponding

to the variety

of initial IT* centers.

Moreover, a parent lr + center can give rise to more types of IT* centers.
The structure and symmetry of these centers has been discussed in connection
with the structure of the parent IT* centers. As shown in Appendix I, taking
into account the superhyperfine structure these centers can be divided roughly
into three groups: centers without superhyperfine structure, centers with a
two-component

and centers with

a three-component

superhyperfine structure

[146]. In Appendix I a cubic center C in LiF corresponds most prooaoly to a
lr
Rh5

ion surrounded by a regular octahedron of oxygens. The centers Tg& and
for LiF : U 5 * and the center

correspond

Rhl for NaF : U 5 * most

probably

to the same structure (U0fi), but the cubic crystal field is

perturbed by a defect in the next cationic coordination sphere (such as a
substitutionel M 2 * or M* ion). The Tg3 center in LiF corresponds to a
strong deformation of the crystal field due, probably, to an anionic vacancy
in one of the corners of the octahedron. Two types of centers with two-line
superhyperfine structure have been observed, which differ in the magnitude of
splitting. The first type of such centers is characterized by superhyperfine

L
splittings which can reach values up to A„ = 16.3x10
A

A^; T. 9.8xlO"
u5*

cm

-1

-4

-1
cm

in LiF and

in NaF. These centers correspond to a substitutional

ion surrounded by five substitutional 02" ions and a F" ion. In the
83/ . . .
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case of the tetragonal centers Tgl In LiF and NaF the negative extracharge of
the complex is compensated far away. For the Rhl, Rh2 and Rh3 centers i n LiF
and for the center Rh2 in NaF the extra-charge compensation i s done by a
nearby point defect. Unfortunately, for such low-symmetry spectra i t is very
d i f f i c u l t to make a clear connection between the symmetry axes of the g
tensor and the positions of the sources of the crystal f i e l d . For the second
type of centers with
considerably smaller

two-line superhyperfine

structure the splitting

is

than in tne f i r s t case, being of the order of 3 to

4xl0" 4 cm"1 (conters Tg3 and Rh3 in NaF). In this case the 1=1/2 ligand i s
obviously different
models for

from that i n the previous group of centers. Tentative

these centers imply complexes with IT* surrounded by five Qu

ions and a OH" group for Tg3 and a similar structure perturbed by a nearby
defect for Rh3. For the centers with three-component superhyperfine structure
with an intensity ratio of 1:2:1, the splitting is sensibly smalJsr than the
superhyperfine splitting in the case of the two-component structures due to a
F~ ligand, but quite similar to the splitting observed for the second group
of centers with two-line superhyperfine structure. This shows that the ligands
which cause this
groups,

HJ}~ or

structure

are not isolated

two OH" ions

F~

ligands

Con the same cubic axis).

but

either

A very

Fl*

slight

rhombic distortion of the center Tgl in KF and Tg2 in NaF as weil as the
presence of the Rh* center in LiF seems to favour the f i r s t two models, with a
far away extracharge compensation in case of the Tg centers and a nearby one
in

case

of

the

RhA.

Taking

into

account

the

similarity

between

the

superhyperfine splitting in case of these three-component lines and in case of
the second type of two-component centers, i t is reasonable to assune that the
source of the splitting is the same for both cases, a fact which unfavours the
(F~)

model.

To check these models, ENDOR experiments in

0 -

enriched

samples would be necessary.

8V
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The low concentration as well as the greac variety

of

centers

prevents an accurate optical study of the U * centers. Using an ingenious
comoination of absorption, luminescence and excitation measurements, Parrot et
al.

[186, 187] were able to measure a l l seven electronic transitions within

the

Tgl center

in

LiF

:

U * and within

another unidentifield

Unfortunately in their analysis of the splitting of the 5f

center.

configuration in

a strong tetragonal field, they did not make use of the reduction parameters
for each orbital, but left the spin-orbit coupling and the crystal
parameters B? as parameters to be obtained by fitting
and

the

g-values.

More sets

of

spin-orbit

coupling

field

the energy

levels

and crystal

field

parameters have been obtained [186, 187] without a definite preference for one
of them. The neglect of the reduction factors for the orbitals makes these
parameters unreliable. A calculation of the g-value anisotropy defined as

ds = -x

for

various

tetragonal

v

centers

with

superhyperfine

structure

gives

values of 0.55 to 1.15 for LiF and 0.38 to 0.96 for NaF. The same situation
holds for center Tg3 in LiF ( Sg = 1.05) which is supposed to have a vacancy
at one of the corners of the 0Z octahedron, but not for the center TgA in
LiF

( Sg

-

0.1) which

is assumed

to correspond

to an 0l octahedron

slightly distorted by a cation impurity. This shows that for the centers whose
source of distortion of the pure octahedral symmetry is placeo in the first
coordinating sphere of uranium the distortion is strong. Taking into account
the comparison (Section II.B.3.g) between the IT* and ir + hexa-coordinated
complexes this results confirms the recent interpretation of the optical
spectra of the main tetragonal IT* centers in LiF and NaF based upon the
assumption of an axial distortion stronger than the coulomblan inter-electronic
interaction

[188] and shows that the weak distortion model [189] is not valid
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in this case. This stresses the need for an extreme care when comparing tne
properties of the urciate centers in alkali fluorides with those of other
hexa-coordinated IT* compounds as, for instance, UF^.
D

(b) lr

in alkaline-earth fluorides. Pentavalent uranium enters into calcium
A+

fluoride crystals during growth, accompanying U

(in green or yellow CaF-U

crystals) or i r + (in white cloudy samples). The green or yellow crystals may
contain a (prevailing) trigonal IT* center Tr and a rhombic Rhl center. Tne
trigonal

symmetry,

g-values

show that

absence of

any superhyperfine

the Tr center

consists

structure

and the low

of a substitutional

ir+

ion

surrounded by six 0 ~ ions and two fluorine vacancies on the same | i l l J
direction. Thus the vicinity of the uranium ion is a distorted octahedron
rather than a distorted cube and this explains the low g-values. The center
Rhl has

a

similar

structure

but

a F" ion

is

left

in

tne

distorted

octahedron. The heat treatment of the crystals or gamma irradiation at room
temperature decreases the intensity of the Tr center, increases that of Rhl
and gives r i s e to a new cente.: of rhomoic symmetry. This new center shows
superhyperfine structure of three components with the intensity ratio

1:2:1

for I 0011 (indicating

to a

two equivalent

F~ ligands)

which transforms

two-line structure for | 1 1 2 | and | 1 1 0 | . I t is difficult

to give a precise

model for this center, but i t must include two F~ nearest neighbours. Since
gamma irradiation and heat treatment up to 1000°C have similar effects

in

producing the Rhl and Rh2 centers i t has been assumed [172J that their main
A*

sources are some low symmetry

U

centers compensated by substitutional

oxygens and fluorine vacancies. Fluorine interstitials stimulated by gamma
irradiation or heating migrate through the crystals and could be trapped on
fluorine vacancies in the neighbourhood of uranium. A rearrangement of charge
could transform U 4 * into U 5 *.
In the as - grown white cloudy samples containing IT* the most
intense EPR spectrum of IT* belongs to a center of very low symmetry (Rh3 in
86/ ...
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Appendix I ) . The very sharp lines without superhyperfine structure and the
close resemblance of the g-values of this center to those of the Tr center,
show that the f i r s t coordination sphere of uranium is the same in both cases,
but
V

while

with

the

Tr

center

7

(U 0,)

the

negative extracharge

of

the complex

6
as compared

to (CaFg)

is compensated

far away, in case of

the Rh3 center this is done in the neighbourhood of the complex, possibly by a
fluorine vacancy. No optical data on IT* in fluorite have been measured.
The calculated mean g

value for the most symmetric

centers

in alkali and alkaline-earth fluorides are 0.33 to 0.4 for LiF, 0.49 to 0.58
for NaF, 0.55 for KF and 0.76 to 0.81 for CaF_. This shows that for oxygen
octahedrally-coordinated lr

ions the g values can be equal or slightly

larger than for F~ coordinated complexes, when the distance U-0 is large (as
in the case of alkaline earth fluorides and niobates) but becomes smaller as
this

distance

distance

l7

decreases
—

(the alkali

f, increases with

fluorides). At the same time tne
decreasing

length of the U-0 bond

(7050 cm - 1 in niobates and 7878 cm"1 in Tgl in LiF). This shows [190] a
close
relation
between
the g n
and E
- E r
and the
r'

•o

-

-

-

r;

r7

spectrochemical series [191J.

2. EPR of u

In nonoctahedral crystalline fields

As shown previously for tne eightfold or tetrahedral symmetry the
crystal field has a very small efect on the free state of a 5f ion and its
behaviour would be similar to that of a *f ion, i.e. the ground state is
2
mainly o-: nined by the F5/2
level of the free ion, with possible
2
admixtures from the crystal-field states originated from the excited
level. In cubic symmetry the ground level can be

Q

or

f^.

When

F?/2
Q is

lowest an isotropic resonar.ee line with g=10/7 is expected, while for
some anisotropic

transitions

must be seen.

An axial

distortion splits

f l , as discussed in the previous section.

or

fQ

lower symmetry
87/
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Very

few experimental data on systems with Lr + i n

nonoctahedral

symmetry have been reported. Thus a l i n e with g ~ 1 . 2 5 i n urani un-doped Th09
powder could correspond to such a center,

oecause the host cation Th

occupies the center of a regular cube of 0

ions [192]. However, no EPR

measurement on IT* i n single crystals of ThO, has been reported i n order
t o confirm this

i d e n t i f i c a t i o n . An attempt t o observe EPR i n cubic

UFQM3

(M = Na, Cs, Rb, NHA) at l i q u i d nitrogen temperature [193] was unsuccessful,
but subsequent measurements [184] on polycrystalline LFgNa, gave a broad
resonance signal at g = 1.2. A very interesting aspect o f this situation i s
the RhA center of IT + i n
uranium-doped

fluorite

f l u o r i t e [194]. This center i s observed i n

samples heat-treated

at

the

1200°C i n quartz ampoules

sealed i n a i r . This center appears regardless of the i n i t i a l valence state of
uranium and the means of charge compensation. The hyperfine structure - for
235
U-doped samples shows that

the center contains a uraniun ion while the

symmetrical lineshape and the temperature of observation show that the valence
state of uraniun is +5 [195]. While for the other l r + centers i n

fluorite

the lines are sharp (of several gauss), the lines corresponding to this center
are broad, of about a hundred gauss with the magnetic f i e l d along the 1100 J
d i r e c t i o n . No superhyperfine structure was «solved for any orientation of the
external magnetic f i e l d , but i t i s possible that the broad lines obscured an
unresolved structure determined by a large nunoer of
coordination sphere. The g-values for this center
and

S = 1.8°

differ

ligands i n the next

(0.543; 2.775 aid 0.471)

considerably from those observed for

the other

ir*

centers i n f l u o r i t e and are very close to those reported for a rhombic Ce *
(4f A )

ion i n ceriun oxide-doped f l u o r i t e , f o r whicn the main g-values are

3.286; 0.22 and 0.844 and <f = D . 8 ° 1196].
The structure of t h i s

center as of

other

low-symmetry

rare-earth

centers i n oxide-doped f l u o r i t e i s not known. However, the g-values of the
U 5 * Rh4 center cannot be explained i f the v i c i n i t y of uraniun i s assumed to
88/ . . .
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be octahedral, and models with distorted eight-fold or tetrahedral symmetry
must be employed. The lack of a resolved superhyperfine structure shows that
no fluorine ligands are present in the nearest neighbourhood of uranium, but
rather this if formed by oxygen ions. Thus a structural model for this center
must be based on a tetrahedral vicinity with, perhaps, one or two additional
0

ions

(in

order

to

compensate

the

charge)

placed

in

the

first

coordination sphere or in a near interstitial, to give a low symmetry to tne
center. The arrangement of this center could be connected [195J with the
transition of fluorite crystals to the disordered superionic state at 1150°C
[197]

when

the

F~

ions

can

migrate

from

their

normal

positions

in

interstitials leaving vacancies which can then be occupied by oxygens. They
can also originate from some low-symmetry oxygen-coordinated U + centers.

3. EPR hyperfine structure of [r*

The EPR hyperfine structure corresponding to the isotope 235 of
uraniun (1=7/2) has been studied only in the case of lr + in alkali fluorides
and calcium fluoride, where the lines are sharp. Accurate measurements have
been possible only for some axial centers [155, 156, 158, 171, 198, 199].
For the low-symmetry spectra the large number of lines belonging to
the same center or to different centers present in the sample, the strong
quadrupolar effects and possible differences between the principal axes of the
spectroscopic factor g and of the hyperfine interaction make the analysis of
the hyperfine structure extremely difficult, though it was observed for all
the IT* spectra in alkali and alkaline-earth fluorides and has been used to
prove thet these centers belong to uraniun.
Since the Tgl center in NaFru5* is the only center for which all
the spectra could be recorded at 9 GHz with a magnetic field up to 20 k Gauss,
we shall describe it as an

illustrative

example. For

all the

other

axial
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centers the EPR parameters for parallel orientation have been obtained from
the angular dependence of the spectra. For the parallel orientation (Hii|i00|),
the hyperfine struct jre

for the Tgl (

U) +

center

in NaF consists of

eight equally intense and almost equally split components. As Figure 2 shows,
each hyperfine component

is split into two because of the superhyperfine

interaction with the F~ ligand placed on the distortion axis.

Figure 2
Approximately

in

the center

of the hyperfine

pattern

a

line

238

corresponding to

U i s observed. The r a t i o of the t o t a l intensity o f the

hyperfine spectrum due to the 235 isotope to the i n t e n s i t y of the 238 isotope
line

is

in

this

case

about

13:1, f a i t h f u l l y

reflecting

the

isotopical

composition o f the uranium oxide used as dopant. This fact has been used as a
method for measuring the isotopic abundance of minute amounts of non-volatile
uranium salts which can easily be dissolved i n molten sodium f l u o r i t e i n tne
presence of oxygen [200, 201]. When the magnetic f i e l d i s turned away from
1100 | i n the (100) plane, the hypeffine pattern i s d r a s t i c a l l y modified. I f we
denote the hyperfine components by nu, when the angle between the external
magnetic f i e l d and |10O| becomes 20°, the s p l i t t i n g
i

of the+ j

hyperfine

3

lines i s increased so t h a t they overlap the + r

components and for •& = i*b

they overlap the* /dbublet 1 1 . This s p l i t t i n g increases up to about 55° and
then decreased slowly. The S p l i t t i n g of the other hyperfine doublets decreases
as -9- increases aridJ vanishes at-B * 9faP for the doublets*5 ,+L (see Figure 3).
"2 2
• *>q '"'"•u
Figured
' THfe l i n e s ' 3 and 7 i s figure $ ' C o r ^ ' d h d to the+ j l i n e s , the lines &
and 6 to^'lfte ^jidublet^aVid thec l i n e $ t o t h e + j and t j

components. The lines

1, 2 , 8 and 9 are "forbidden" hyperfine transitions, which can be clearly
observed at-©

>60°.
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In order

to describe

this

unusual hyperfine

structure

a ne»

perturbation scheme has been used [155]. The spin-Hamiltonian contains the
axial Zeeaan interaction, the axial hyperfine interaction and the nuclear
quadrupole interaction. The unusual behaviour of t h e * - hyperfine doublet
suggests that the nuclear electric

quadrupole interaction is of the

order or stronger than the hypurfine interaction. In this case the eigenvalue
problem of the spin-Hamiltonian must be solved numerically, in rrder to obtain
the starting values for the parameters (which are then improved by a numerical
diagonalization) a preliminary analytical treatment Mas used assuming that the
magnitude of the interactions in the spin-Hamiltonian are in the order: Zeeman
electronic, quadrupole interaction and hyperfine interaction. In such a case
the quadrupole interaction splits the nuclear spin degeneracy

into four

levels, degenerate after *m., and subsequently the hyperfine interaction is
block dlagonalized within each of these doublets. The resonance condition
given by such a treatment is:
(a) for the doublet • £ , h v = g « H * I K with

g-(gJcos 2 «^sin 2 8) 1/2 andKg«(Ajgîcos 2 «*K*f8jsin 2 0) 1/2

(b) for the doublets t | » t | >tl » h v * • ?**•** *-' "jCos9
The doublet i j i* *pUc by secono-oroer effects.
In the same way the angular dependence for the forbidden hyperfine
lines has been obtained and was used to estimate the electric quadrupole
parameter.
This analytical treatment predicts a maxima» splitting for the
hyperfine doublet • j- at an angle-e given by (158]:
em 9

1

4fî (2fî- fî> - «AÎfîfî

^ ' * "TI T^l

T5 i T
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The spin-Kamiltonian parameters obtained in this analytical treatment

have been improved by numerical exact diagonalization of a 16x16 matrix.
Similar hyperfine behaviour has been observed for other u*

centers

(in

alkali and alkaline earth florides) and the determination of the parameters
has been done in the same way. From an inspection of the hyperfine data given
in Appendix I the importance of the nuclear qcadrupole effects is seen. For
many centers (Tgl and Tg2 in NaF, Tgl in KF, Tr in CaF») the electric
quadrupole parameter is larger than the magnetic hyperfine parameters and in
the case of Tgl in LiF they are of the same order of magnitude. A similar
situation has been observed for the Isoelectrcnic H>
hyperfine behaviour of the 5f

ion [202J. Thus the

ions in octahedral coordination parallel the

electronic behaviour characterized by crystal field effects stronger than the
spin-orbit coupling.

C. EPR of tetfavalent uranium

As shown before, the ground level of the non-Kramers ion U *

(r

ground configuration) in a crystal can be a singlet, doublet or triplet
depending on the symmetry of the crystal field, on the composition of the
crystal field potential and on the effect of the intermediate coupling and
J-mixing through the crystal field. Thus in the case of octahedral symmetry
the ground state is always a

f^ singlet, in the case of eight-fold and

tetrahedral cubic symmetry the ground level can be a

1^ singlet or a f~5

triplet» depending on the ratio of the fourth- to sixth-order terms in the
crystal field potential and in lower symmetries the ground level can be either
•

singlet or a non-Kramers doublet. This explains why many systems of

interest, for mnlch the crystal field is octahedral or of lower symmetry
cannot be studied by EPR. The most suitable hosts for EPR stuoies on U4* are
92/ . . .

93/ . . .
those with eightfold cubic cationic positions. An EPR study of uranium-doped
ThO- [192] shows at room temperature a line with g ~ 2.7, which has oeen
attributed to U 4 *. However, a calculation of the spin-lattice relaxation time
for U4* in cubic crystalline fields [203] shows that this becomes toe short
already under the liquid nitrogen temperature to allow an observable EPR
signal from

Thus the nature of this center is uncertain. Unfortunately,

no EPR study on single crystals of Th02 doped with uranium (preferably
enriched in the 235 isotope) has been reported to check this identification
[1921.
More studies have oeen devoted to U4* in alkaline-earth fluorides.
In the case of calciu* fluoride the composition of the eightfold cubic crystal
field potential favours

L

as a ground level and its states can be

characterized as the eigenf» fictions of a fictitious spin S = 1. Using the
wave-function of the

l"5 triplet,

single

quantun resonance transitions at

0 = 2 (governed by the selection rule AM? = 1) and aţ g = A (selection
rule AM? s 2) and double-quantum resonance transitions at g = 2 (selection
rule

(Af2)

AMg = 2) are expected, as in the case of the cubic Pr

center In fluorite [134]. A single Isotropic line of g ~ 2 has been observed
for CaF2:U, which has been attributed to U4* in cubic sites [20AJ. However
this

line doss not show any superhyperfine splitting,

substitutional cationlc
especially using

sites.

A further

as expected for

confirmation of * this

.^ectrun

U-doped samples is necessary. The difficulties connected

with the charge compensation for a cubic center of U

in Cat^ aust also

be taken Into account.
An axial distortion (as caused, for instance, by charge compensating
rolnt defects) splits the

f*5 triplet into s doublet and a singlet. The

relative positions of the two components are given by the sign of the axial
distortion. Thus e tetragonal distortion, due fox Instance to the presence of
a charge-compensating interstitial anion (F~ or 02") In the empty cube
fit

...

94/ ...
next to uranium,leave» the singlet lowest,as occurs in the fluorine-compensated
tetragonal Pr

( A P ) centers in fluorite [205] and no EPR transition is

expected. A trigonal distortion leaves the doublet lowest, and paramagnetic
resonance transitions can be induced between Its two states *n the presence of
an

external

magnetic

field.

As

shown

before,

the

most

suitable

spin-Hami Italian for such a non-Kramers doublet corresponds [206, 207] to a
fictitious spin S - 1 and a strong additional zero-field splitting term must
be added in-order to remove the singlet. Three trigonal centers have been
attributed to

in CaF_. various EPR and acoustic paramagnetic resonance

studies on the center Trl [20a, 208-217] have shown that the center is
inversionless and the resonance transitions are induced mainly by tne electric
component of the microwave field. The superhyperfine structure shows that the
ion occupies a substitutional lattice site and is surrounded by eignt
fluorine ligands, the Interaction with two of them, placed on the same body
diagonal, being stronger than that corresponding to the other six. Tne
distortion of the cube can be dt/e to a static Jahn-Teller effect or, most
probably, to the presence of a charge compensator which gives inversionless
symmetry to the crystal field. The fact that the green or yellow crystals
which contain this center can be grown if the dopant is UFA or if care is
taken in order to eliminate'the oxygen leads usually to the conclusion that
the oxygen does not take pert in this center. However, the presence of
oxygen-coordinated

centers

[170-172] in" some high

yellow crystals containing the Trl

quality green or

center shows that the oxygen can be

present In these crystals. Moat probably, the charge compensation for this
U 4 * canter is effected by a substitutional Cr

ion in the first empty cube

along the I 111 I direction. A compensation with two interstitial F" ions is
improbable, because this would give a centre» ymmetric complex.
The apparent g-value for this center is very close to that expected
If a very slight distortion, which leaves the wavefunctions of the levels

9V

...

95/

...

almost unaltered i s taken into account, nn optical study of this system [A3,
4A] gave for the crystal field parameters values which lead to g„ ~ 4.8. The
disagreement between the EPR and optical data i s due mainly to the fact that
the crystal field parameters were determined to fit the splitting of a large
nunber of levels and may not correspond to the best-fit values for the ground
state.
A-

In the case of the Tr2 U

center in fluorite the superhyperfine

structure due to the F" ligand? suggests a center with inversion symmetry
[218]. The fact that the superhyperfine structure is best resolved when the
magnetic

field

is along

I 111 I shows

that

all the u 4 + - F~ bonds are

equivalent with respect to this direction, ano* this is possible only if no
F~ is placed on the distortion axis. The odd number of components and the
intensity ratios, show that there are six F~ in the first coordination
sphere. In such cases the charge compensation can be due to two substitutional
CT~ ions on the distortion axis. This model gives a distortion of the right
sign to assure the doublet as a ground level and a mixing of states which can
explain the value of g „ . The presence of the oxygens can explain why this
center appears in the crystals doped with uranium oxide, or in samples
obtained

by heat-treatment

of lr+-doped

fluorite at 1200°C

in quartz

ampoules sealed in vacuum (for which the quartz, evidently attacked during the
treatment, can supply the necessary oxygen).
The nature of the Tr3 center in CaF 2 (and Tr centers in SrF 2 and
BaF 2 ) is not established [219-222]. From the crystal growth procedure it was
concluded that a remanent contamination of the samples with oxygen is possible
and, as a logical possible model, that given for the center Tr2 aba/? hp- been
proposed. However, the superhyperfine interaction with 24 ligands of I = 1/2
shows that this model cannot be correct for the Tr3 center. It is also
impossible to explain the g value by a trigonal distortion of the cube, since
the dominant A ° < r2)

term

0 f t he

distortion would give apparent g
95/ ...

96/

...

values larger than 4 if its sign is taken as to leave the doublet lowest
[223]. The fluorite crystals which contain the Tr3 center show an optical
absorption spectrum [43, 44] sensibly different from that observed for the
crystals

containing

the Trl centre. Hargreaves

attributed

this optical

spectrum to a lr + ion with Sf 3 7s ground configuration, which at the same
time has been considered as responsible for the EPR Tr3 centre observed in the
sarte crystal [224]. The crystal growth conditions which were considered able
to eliminate completely the oxygen, as well Iks the valence conversion cf the
uranium ions in fluorite under u.v. and x irradiation were set forth in order
to support this identification.
A chemical method of analysis of different uranium-doped fluorite
samples, connected with optical absorption measurements [225] led to the
conclusion that the samples studied bV Hargreaves [43, 44] contain U 4 * and
not (J2*. The paper [225] connects the colour of the CaF:U crystals with the
valence state of uranium and the means of charge compensation. Me note however
that in discussing this problem the very complex situation of the CaF2:U
system must be taken into account, in which many valence states and types of
centers can be simultaneously present in a given sample. Thes-ţ centers make
themselves

conspicuous

in

different

manner

with

respect

to

different

measiTements; thus the conclusions of [225] must be used with caution. As an
example, in many good quality (low scattering, good cleavage) green CaF2:U
crystals we found besides the Trl

center, various IT* centers; the

same situation may be observed in the yellow crystals.
The crystal growth conditions reported in different papers must be
considereo prudontly. Both cranium and calcium have a strong taviency to
oxidize and sometimes strong reducing conditions may not be sufficient in
order to eliminate all the oxygen from system. There are cases when in a
crystal containing a prevailing uranium center without oxygen, inclusions of
calcium

oxide or uranium dioxide are also present. The nature of a given
96/

...

!
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center can be clarified only if a physical model which allows an estimate of a
given parameter in agreement with the observed value is proposed.
Recently a new tentative model for the Tr3 center in CaF 2 :U has
been proposed [226J: a U

ion substitutes a Ca

ion and the nearest cube

of fluorines is replaced by five oxygens. Two of the oxygens are placed on the
same body diagonal while the other three form a triangle which can replace one
of the original F~ triangles (normal to the body diagonal in question) or
may be displaced towards the equatorial place of the complex. This model can
easily explain the g-values on the basis of a strong trigonal field acting on
the

H 4 ground level of the free ion.* According to this model the observed

superhyperfine structure is due to the 2* fluorine ions in the next-nearest
positions.
The hyperfine structure of (

U)

in fluorite has baen studied

in £218]. The spectra show a hyperfine structure of eight allowed A m = 0
components from which the apparent A parameter has been determined. The lack
of the forbidden transitions in the spectra prevented the determination of the
nuclear

quadrupole parameter,

although it is expected

to be large. A

peculiarity of this hyperfine structure must be noticed. For the actinide ions
A.

A

A__

A

the relation

— = -~ = — = — , which is usualy valid for the lanthanide
«J *x *Y
*z
ions, is expected to hold regardless of the host crystal. However, a marked
difference in the ratio J<H /gn for the Trl and Tr2 U4* centers in fluorite is
observed. In the first case this ratio is 26.6, while in the second case i t
amounts to 41.9 (in units of 10~ 4 ). This prevents an estimate of the
"ignetlc moment of the 235 isotope of uraniun from the EPR hyperfine structure
of the U** centers. The difference between the two cases can be accounted
for only i f

we allow

for crystal

field

effects

which can produce a

considerat)1* mixing of the free ion levels.
The EPR studies

on u *

in

crystals

can be explained in the

assumption of weak to Intermediate crystal effects on a given free Ion energy
97/ . . .

98/

...

level, i f the intermediate coupling and J mixing are taken into account. Thus
a qualitative difference between the

and U

appears in that they are

separated by the limit between the intermediate and weak crystal field effects.

D. EPR of trivalent uranium

The 'trivalent uraniu» Ion has a 5F ground configuration with a J = 9/2
ground

level

composed

of

83X

I

and

15%

H intermediate

coupling

components. In a cifaic field this level i s split into a doublet

f~6 and

ttfo I"- quartets. Ir. octahedral coordination the doublet i s lowest while in
eightfold or tetrahedral cubic symmetry the lowest i s either F"6 or
depending on the composition parameter x cf the cubic crystalline

H,,

potential.

A tetragonal distortion splits the quartet into two doublets, while a trigonal
distortion splits i t into a doublet and a degenerate pair of singlets. In* a
strong trigonal field the lowest of the components can be either a singlet or
a Kramers doublet.
The paramagnetic resonance studies on

are concentrated on two

types of hosts, the alkaline-earth fluorides and the lanthanum chloride. Most
of those studies refer to calcium 'luoride. The trivalent uranium ion can
2*

easily substitute a Ca

ion and the charge difference can be compensated in

various ways [227] by (i) an interstitial F~ ion, (ii) a substitutional M*
cation, (iii) a substitutional O 2 " ion and (iv) substitution of three Ca 2 +
ions by two IT* ions. The presence of the charge compensators in the
vicinity of the uraniu* ion leads to a distortion of the cubic crystal field.
If the charge compensator is far from the uranium ion, the distortion of the
cubic field can be safely neglected in most cases.
If we express the position of the charge compensator in units of the
lattice parameter taking U 3 * as the origin, an interstitial F^ ion can
98/ •••

99/ ...
occupy .a (1, m, n) site characterized by (I • • • n) equal to an odd number,
2

o

at a distance of ( 1 * • V

o i/o

• n\)"

a

fro» uraniu», where a

is

the lattice parameter (in case of CaF2, aQ- 2.726 A). The main sites of
F~

in

the

vicinity of uranium are of the type (1, 0, 0 ) , (1, 1, 1),

(2,

1, 0) and (2, 2, 1).

A substitutional M* ion can occupy sites with
9

{y • a • n) equal to an even number, and the main position in the vicinity of
uranium

are (1, 1, 0 ) , (2, 0, 0) and (2, 1, 1 ) . The main nearest

substitutional position of 0 2 " is (1/2, 1/2, 1/2).
In the eight-fold cubic substitutional sites of CaF 2 a
level is expected for
sites of

|~8 ground

The first attempt [228] to observe EPR from cubic

in CaF 2 produced spectra which did not follow the predicted

[126] angular dependence. These results have been criticized [221, 222] where
a

new center

has been

reported

as cubic

IT*. This

center

can be

approximately described by the H» theory only if the sixth-order parameter
in the cubic potential is taken equal to zero. This is In contradiction with
the observations on other actiniae or rare earth ions in fluorite or in other
cubic crystal fields. Recent studies [79, 135, 229, 230? have unearthed a new
center of uranium in fluorite (the center C in appendix III), which is well
described by the L. resonance theory and have shown that this is the
substitutional cubic

canter. Nhen the magnetic field is parallel to the

cube edge two strong resonance lines with a resolved superhyperfine structure
of an odd number of components aţe observed. An analysis of this structure
shows that it is due to an interaction with eight equivalent fluorine ligands.
The sioerhyperfine components of the low magnetic field transitions have
individual llnowidths (between the points of maximum slope) of about 7 Gauss
and are split apart at 10.2 Gauss. When the magnetic field is turned away from
the 1100 | direction in the |1J0| or 11001 plane the line positions and
intensities change drastically (Figure A ) .
Figure *
99/ ...

100/ ...
Around the I 111 I direction the intensity of the two transitions arops
and a very broad line appears between them. The two strong and sharp lines
^*

met

have been attributed to the transitions \ \ \ «*—» l - r ) (the line at high
magnetic field with an effective g-value of 2 Q) and

| | ^ "*~**\~ | ^ t h e line

at low magnetic field with an effective g-value of 2P). As shown in the
previous sections

since the

|^ representations enter twice in the

decomposition of Or , the wavefunctions of each [i quartet depend on the
composition, parameter x. This makes the resonance parameters P .and Q dependent
on x and can be used to determine i t . An estimation of x from data on this
center using eq.(69) gives - 0.4959 (from the value of Q) and - 0.4582 (from
the value of P), if we take for g, the Lande factor of the ground state
corrected for the Intermediate coupling and K, = 1. A unique x parameter of
- O.AD/3, which fits both P and Q parameters, can be obtained if a reduced
value for K,g, of 0.6794 (the reduction factor K, being 0.918) is used.
Three major sources for the reduction of g^ can be considered L135, 229,
230] but an accurate calculation qj this effect is for the moment impossiole
oecause the positions of the excited states in the crystal field are not known:
(a) The J-mixing through the cubic crystal field. As shown in section
2.II.A.3.d there are many free-ion energy levels not very far from the ground
state; thus at least six or seven f^ quartets closer than 10000 on

to

the ground state can appear in a cubic field and all these can be admixed to
the ground Fl level. An estimation of the effect of the first excited level
J » 11/2 shows that i t lowers the gj value of the ground state.
(b) The covalency effects. The presence of covalency is clearly shown by the
superhyperfine structure. A previous estimation [231J, shows that the
covalency effects could be important in the case of cubic if* centers in
fluorite.
(c) A Dynamic Jahn-Teller efect [232].
100/ . . .

101/ . . .

The coaposition parameter x determined fcr this center is in very good
agreement with the values obtained for the *f* ions Pr2* 1233, 23*] and
ad3* £230, 235] ir. cubic sites in fluorite or for the isoelectronic wp**
in ThOj £236]. using this x value and the parameters Pj and

Tj for

3

u * corrected for the interaediate coupling, a value of C.177 for the ratio
A6 ( r 6 )

/AA ( r 4 )

has been obtrined, in very good agreeaent witn

the values obtained for the various rare-earth ions in fluorite and for the
actlnide ions in various eight-fold or six-fold cubic lattices. We mention
that a coaparlson between the data obtained for cubic u3* (Sf3) and those
on cubic Af3 ions (Pr2* and W5*) 'in fluorite shows that U3* is in
aany respects (the value of x, the superhyperfine structure) aore siailar to
Pr2* than to Nd3* £230]. With these arguments in favour of this center it
is very difficult to explain the nature of the spectrum reported Dy Title
£221, 222].
The g-values of the tetragonal Tg2 center in CaF, doped with
uranium and sodiu» £237] can be related to the P and 0 parameters of the cubic
center £135, 229, 230] by eq.(Mb) i.e. the tetragonal distortion in this case
is

characterized by a positive A? ( * /

parameter and splits the

quartet into two do*lets, leaving the doublet | t | /

lowest with its

wavefunctloiw almost unchanged. The superhyperfine structure of an odd number of
components observed for this center is best resolved with the external
magnetic field along the distortion axis. A rough analysis shows that it
consists of an interaction with eight almost equivalent F" llgands and a
weaker interaction with four othar F" ions which fota a square normal to the
distortion axis. This structure shows that no interestltial F~ ion is
Involved in the charge compensation. The most plausible model for this center
is that of a substitutional Na*. at a lattice site (2, 0, 0) relative to
uranium. Such type of centers have previously been reported in fluorite doped
with neodymlin and sodium, or with cerium and sodium £238]. In this paper
101/ . . .

102/ . . .
[236] the assignment Na* (2, 0, 0) nas been rejected on the argument that
this ion is too remote from the rare-earth ion to induce such a lang»
g-anisotropy. I t can be shown [237J that the g-values for No

in such a

center can be related to the values reported for cubij Ntr* in fluorite
[230, 235] in exactly the same way as in the case of uranium. In fact, a^
eq.(AAa)

shows, th-: g-anlsotrupy

in such a case depends on the cubic

parameters and not on the magnitude of the distortion and can be very large.
Tetragonal centers with g-vaiues very close to those reported for the Na*
(2, 0, 0) center have recently been observed in Caf2 doped with uraniu» ana
either L i * , K* or Ag* [239]. This proves again that the center C [135,
229, 230] is the substitutional cubic U3* center in f luorite.
when the charge compensation is done by an interstitial F. ( 1 , 0,
0) [219, 227, 240], the g-values (center Tgl i n Appendix I I I )

cannot be

related in a simple way to the cubic parameters, because a considerable mixing
of states is induced by the strong tetragonal component. The same is also true
for the rhombic Rh2 center compensated by a substitutional M* ion (M = L i ,
Na, K, Ag) at a ( 1 , 1, 0) lattice site [239, 241]. Thus, while the tetragonal
M

c(2f

n

» 0) centers have similar EPR spectra,the

rhombic *Ul,

1, 0)

depends markedly on the compensating alkali ion [239].
The tetragonal center Tgl in the fluorite lattice is the most studied
uraniu* center. He also mention studies on linear electric field effects
[2421, electron spin-lattice relaxation [240, 243-247], ^F NMR [248-230],
the study of the supexhyperfine structure by ENDOR [251, 252J, discrete
saturation (05) [253, 254] and radio-frequency discrete saturation (ROS)
[225-157] and optical detection of EPR [258]. The EPR spectra of this center
show a «ell resolved hyperfine structure with a large nurber of components due
to an odd nunber of fluorine ligands. This shows that an interstitial fluorine
ion is

placed in the vicinity

of

uranium. Counting the ruperhyperfine

components in an EPR spectru» witn many ligands

(which can be grouped i n
102/ . . .

103/ . . .
noneqm.vaj.ent sets) is difficult, because the outer lines may be lost. Also a
determination

of

the

superhyperfine

interaction

parameters

may

prove

impossible, because as many as five superhyperfine parameters are necessary to
characterize the interaction with the nearest neighbouring nuclei, when the
symmetry of the crystal field is tetragonal. A fortunate situation is the case
of cubic symmetry or for the ligand on the distortion axis, when only two
superhyperfine parameters are necessary. The parameters of the superhyperfine
interaction with the ligands

from different

coordination spheres can be

determined with great accuracy by using ENOOR, OS or ROS. These parameters can
then be used in order to determine the dipolar and covalent contributions to
the superhyperfine interaction and the displacements of the various ligands
and of

the

paramagnetic

ion

from their

equilibrium

positions

unperturbed fluorite lattice. The meas'irements on the Tgl l»

in

the

center in

Cafy have given a configuration of the charge-ccompensation model with an
interstitial fluorine ion at a ( 1 , 0, 0) lattice site and have produced a
displacement

d = 0.09 [252] ( i . e . of the order of 0.12 8) of the u 3 * ion

toward the interstitial fluorine.
A low symmetry center Rhl in fluorite doped with NaUFA has been
assumed to originate from a substitutional IT*

center

compensated by a

fluorine ion at a (2, 2, 1) lattice site [259]. Since the experimental angular
dependence observed [259] does not show a l l the lines predicted by theory for
such a center, this spectrun has been reinterpreted [260] as due to a FT
compensation at a (2, 1 , 0) lattice site and thermodynamical argunents were
presented to show that such a center is more probable than that assumed [24)].
However, a recent record of the entire resonance spectrum [261j shows that the
symmetry assignment [259] is correct. A structural .iodel for this center is
difficult, because for such low symmetry centers the principal axes do not
necessarily point toward the sources of the distortion. I t seems, however that
the co-doping with alkali

fluorides

increases its

probability because i t
103/ . . .

104/ r ...
appears frequently in the fluorite crystals doped with uranium and with NaF,
KF or LiF. I t is possible that these fluorides supply the F~ ions and help
in its stabilization in such a position as to contradict the thermodynamics 1
distribution calculated [260].
A remarkable fact is the absence of an« trigonal \r*
fluorite,

in spite of the fact

that

EPR center in

a F~ ion can occupy easily

the

interstitial position ( 1 , 1, 1). As shown [135] i f the distortion potential
A~ \ r /

created by such a F~ ions is positive, as .in the case of some

trigonal rare-earth Centers in fluorite compensated this way and i f

the

condition of weak distortion is achieved, i t w i l l leave as the ground state
the doublet | t j /

» which is non-magnetic. Thus no EPR singnal can be

observed for the trigonal IT* centers in fluorite even i f they do exist. The
same is true for the Nd3* ion.
The tetragonal center Tgl compensated by FT ( 1 , 0, 0) has also
been observed in SrF2 [227, 262]. This center shows superhyperfine structure
and an ENOOR study [252] shows that the displacement

d of i r + toward

F7 is only 0.05. A low symmetry center Rhl similar to Rhl in CaF, has
also been observed [262] but the direction x i s no longer directed toward the
direction (2, 2, 1), but makes an angle of only 15° ± 0.5 with the direction

11101.
Neither

the

SrF 2 :ir +

crystals

compensated

with

FT

or

M*

have shown cubic IT* centers. Instead, the crystals compensated with MÎ
(where M = Na or K) show [263, 264] two new tetragonal centers with the
g-values for center Tg2, g„ = 2.824 and g x = 1.97 and for center Tg3, g|(= 1.72
and g s 2.49. These g-values can be deduced in a very .good approximation from
a unique set of EPR cubic crystal field parameters of a f 8 quartet i f i t is
assumed that the two tetragonal distortions ere weak and l^ave as the lovest
doublet for center Tg3 the cubic pair of wavefunctions | t §f/
T2, the pair I + 7/

•

Tne

and f o r

center

resonance parameters of this virtual cubic center
104/ . . ,

105/ . . .
are 2P = -2.824 and 2Q = 1.72 from which a value of -0.<*928 foi the
composition parameter x and a value of 0.9473 for K, can be deduced. Tnese
values are in a normai connection with the existing EPrt data on the rare-earth
ions in cubic sites in alkaline-earth fluorides which show that in going from
CftF_ to Srf2 the value of the composition parameter x and that of K,
increase.

Oue to the similarily of the center Tg2 with tne center M*

(2, 0, 0) in CaF-, i t has been assumed that they have the same structure. As
concerns the center Tg3, whose EP3 lines are broader, it was attributed to a
far-compensated substitutional IT* ion slightly displaced towards one of the
cube faces [263, 26a}.
In barium fluoride only the TgFT (1, 0, 0)

center has been

studied [2*2, 265, 266]. An analysis of the hyperfine structure by RDS [266]
shows that the Lr+ ion i s displaced by 0.20 A toward the interstitial
compensator.
In a strong trigonal field the situation can be completely different
from that in the weak distortion case and a Kramers doublet can be left as a
ground state. This i s the case of IT+ in lanthanum chloride [268-270] for
which a trigonal spectrum with sharp lines without superhyp^rfine structure
has been observed. The spin-lattice relaxation for this center [271, 272] and
the interaction of J5* pairs in L&C13 [273J have also been studied.
These EPR studies show that tne ground st? .e of the ir* ion can be
interpreted as arising from the splitting of the lowest level J = 9/2 of the
ground configuration 5r in a weak crystal field. The wavefunctions for the
Kramers doublet in axial crystal fields, calculated from the resonance data
can be expressed in terms of the |MJ) components of the J * 9/2 level as
follows:
(a) for Tgl (FJ (1, o, 0)) in CaF2, SrF2 and 3aF2, o< |+ | ) +/}]+ I ) + ţ | f I )
with « 2

equal, respectively, with 0.48; 0.47 ana 0.43, / 3 2 ^ 0 in all

three cases and t2 equal to 0.52, 0.45 and 0.57 [223].
105/ . . .

106/

...

(b)

for

a

Tg2
+ b

! - 2/

f>**

(2,

0,

witn

1+ 2/

a

0))
*

equal

in

CaF„

[237]

and

Srf 2

[263,

264],

respectively "ith 0.1209 and 0.1126 and

2

b equal to 0.8791 and 0.8874.
(c) for u 3 * in LaCl3 [271], 0.9578 | + ^)

* 0.2873 | + | )

There is only one report on EPR of LT+ in non-halide crystals, that
referring

to

the

tetragonal

orthophosphates

ScP04 and LuP04 [267].

In

these crystals l r + enters substitutionally. As can be seen from the g-value
anisotropy, the differences

in the crystal field parameters for the two

crystals are fairly large.
The hyperfine structure of the isotope 233 of uraniun has been
studied in the case of Tr center in LaCl, [268, 270] and tnat of

235

U for

the Tr center in LaCl3 [269, 270], the centers C [135, 230], Tgl, Tg2 and
Rh2 in CaF2 and for Tgl in Srf"2 [271]. From the hyperfine structure of the
spectra in LaCl, the magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole moments have
been estimated [268-270] as follows: for
anc for

235

233

U , f*= 0.51 f*n and Q = 3.4 barn

U , j*= 0.33 f*n and Q = 4.0 barn.

The values of
hyperfine parameters

the nuclear moments estimated

are very

sensitive

to

the details

especially to the values used for the parameters ( r
used for

v

/

°85

been

from the measured
of calculation,

) .The value of 50 A"3

estimated from the spin-orbit coupling, and no

correction «as made for the core polarization and J-mixing. By using more
precise ENDOR data on the same system from an unpublished work of Lerner and
Hutchison in a calculation which takes into account tne Intermediate coupling,
the relativistic radial parameters
the free-ion hyperfine parameter
nuclear magnetic moment of

\r~y

given by eq.(15) and eq.(17) for

A, Lewis et a l . [25] obtained for the
to be 0.45 /*n but they could not find the

source of discrepancy between this value and that reported in [245, 246]. The
ratios Aj/g. measured along the main symmetry axes 1 for a large variety of
(2

U)

centers in CaF2, srF2 and LaCl3 show a good grouping around
106/ . . .

an average value cf 41x10"* cm

[274]. This value was used in eq.(57) in

order to determine the free-ion hyperfine parameter A, and re-estimate the
235

nuclear magnetic moment for *'U using eq.(l7) with the relativistic radial
parameters (25) or an effective relativistic expression for the hyperfine
parameter

v

O - <Jli"i!J>

-^"T-

which i s similar to the non-relativistic
replaced by

( r - 3 ) eff.

< 70 >

expression [275] with

\f

/

The operator N whose reduced matrix elements enter

in eq.(70) i s given in the square bracket of eq.(19). The effective radial
integral

\r~ /

ff

used to

re-estimate

the magnetic moment I*-, for

235

U has been estimated using three methods: (a) with eq.(l9) and the D-S
parameters

(25),

^~3/

was

equal

to

degeneracy-weighted value using the

,yf /

ii»

eff

5.633
M0F

a.u.;

Parameters

(b)
(26)

the
is

equal to 5.630 a.u,; (c) the value estimated from the spin-orbit parameter
using relativistic corrections i s equal to 5.53 a.u. These three values agree
very well and converge towards a value of 5.6 a.u. With this value and with
Aj/g,

equal

to

4lxKT

cm

and

using

wavefunctions for the ground state of u ,

the

intermediate

coupling

a value of -(0.46ţp.03) u

has

235

been

estimated

for u r

[274].

This

estimation

does not

take into

account explicitly the core polarization effects. It must be noted that this
parameter
crystals
as compared
free-ion
value.This ofnewthe
value
of/*-,
ieglect is inlargely
compensated
by to
thethe
r.eglect
of reduction
hyperfine
235
for 235
U i s about 30-40X larger than the val
for
U i s about 30-40% larger than the values previously reported, this
difference i s , obviously, a relativistic effect.

107/ . . .

108/ . . .

E. Diva>errt uraniu»

No firm EPR data on divalent uranium have been reported. As shown
before, the assignment of the trigonal EPR spectrun Tr3 in CaF2:U described
in section IV.C to IT* (.43, 44] has been contested [225] on arguments based
on a chemical analysis and optical absorption measurements. Even disregarding
these arguments i t is difficult to explain how such a symmetry for the center
and the g-values can originate from a IT* ion. The ground configuration of
IT*

is

not

firmly

established,

but

5
configurations

give

either

I&

as

shown

before,

the

lowest

level.

possible

5
or

L,

as

the

eightfold cubic crystal field the ground level of
This has been confirmed for instance in case of Pu

In

I A is a singlet

an
f"\.

[276, 277] in eightfold

cubic coordination, and for Np"** in trichlorides, tribromides and triiodides
[278] or for centers of tetragonal or trigonal symmetry in CaF2 [279]. On
the

other

hand Pm

(4f ,

5

I4)

in

lanthanum ethyl sulphate gives an

EPR spectrum with g (| = 0.A32 and g ~ 0 [279]. Both these situations are not
compatible with the Tr3 center in CaF». The same difficulties appear i f a
ground level

L, is considered, because the ground state in crystals is

either a singlet or the nonmagnetic doublet I , . I f this doublet is split by
a second-order Zeeman effect, very large g-values are expected. Thus, a
definitive answer regarding the nature of the Tr3 center in CaF2:U cannot be
given but i t is difficult to explain its g-values on the basis of a IT* ion.
We think, however, chat there is enough evidence to assune that the IT* ion
in the eight-fold coordination of the fluorite lattice has not a magnetic
ground state and the center Tr3 corresponds better to the tentative model for
U4* [226].

10»/ . . .

109/ . . .
F. EPR in concentrated uranium compounds

EPR on the concentrated compounds have given inconsistent results.
Many concentrated systems of a given valence for uraniun show strong EPR
signals at temperatures much higher than the corresponding ions in diluted
systems and many times the g-values are f ar from those expected from a crystal
field model.
The only cases where unambiguous EPH results have been obtained are
the concentrated U (V) halide compounds discussed in section IV.B.
Many concentrated compounds of trivalent or tetravalent uranium show
strong and very broad EPR signals at room temperature. In some instances the
spectrum

was

obseived

only

for

powdered samples

and not

in

highly

stoichiometric bulk samples.
Thus UF, pcwjer shows [280, 281] at room temperature strong signals
characterized by g„ = 2.8-2.9 and g x = 2.1-2.2. Even i f combinations of
free-ions |M,/ wavefunctions can be found which can explain these g-values,
i t is difficult to understand an EPR signal at room temperature.
Uranium tetrafluoride powder has shown at room temperature an EPR
signal with g = 2.15 [281]. However, the stoichiometric bulk samples did not
show any signal either at room or at liquid nitrogen temperature L282J.
Uranium dioxide powder shows at room temperature a signal of g equal
to 2.33 [283, 286], but this i s not observed in the stoichiometric bulk
samples [282]. Other uranium oxides show at room temperature EPR signals with
g values equal to 6.06 in U ^
U4O9

[285].

attributed to
Ll2UOA [285],
HojL'3O09 [286],
SrU03 6 ?

The

large

[286],

g-values

for

5.62
U205

in U308 [286], 2.31 in
and

UjOQ

have

been

in trigonal sites. Signals arose with g-values 2.61 in
2.18

in BaU04 £285],

2.06 in CaUOj [286],

2.10

in

MgUO, 8

2.61 in C a U ^

[286],

2.10

in

[286],

2.16 in

[286], 2.31 in SrU^O^g [286], 2.08 in BaUO^ [286] and
109/ . . .

110/ . . .
2.08

in

BaJJJ}^

[285].

Because many MUO^ (M

=

Mg, Ca,

Sr,

Ba)

compounds aie deficient in oxygen [287] and SrU^O^ „ contains pentavalent
uranium [288] the EPR signals reported for many of these systems could be due
to If*,

but i t i s difficult to explain the g-values on a simple crystal

field model.
Recent EPR studies between 4.2 and 300 K on uranium trichalcogenides
US, and UTe show two lines with almost isotropic g-values of about 4 srxi 2
[289], The first of these lines was attributed to Fe 3+ Impurities in a
strong crystal field and the second line, was assigned either to i r * or to a
localized electron arising from a broken bond. This last line shows a g-shift
with temperature which was explained as due to the interaction of the
paramagnetic center with a host U

ion.

V. CONCLUSION

Electron paramagnetic resonance is a very useful tool in obtaining
information on uranium ions [1-3, 290-293]. As shown in this review, some of
the peculiarities of the actinide 5f configurations have a great impact on the
EPR parameters. The uranium ions form a family which encompasses the first
three 5f° configurations, i . e . , those where the identity of the actinides is
best represented. The resonance data show clearly

that a boundary line

separates the U 5 * (5f ) ion i n octahedral symmetry from the other ions of
uranium as concerns the
intermediate

coupling

crystal

field effects.

and J-mixing

Strong effects

and Intermediate

of

the

coupling must oe

considered. All these uranium ions show covalency effects, nanifested in
orbital reduction factors and in the superhyperfine structure of the spectra.
Details of the crystal-field interaction could be determined, as for instance

110/ . . .

111/ . . .
the ratio A4

(r j

/Afi

/r^

for trivalent uraniun in cubic symmetry

and the reduction of the free-ion g, - value in crystals. The valence state
of the uraniu» ions could be in most cases unambiguously determined, except
for

peculiar

situations

such as the concentrated systams. Very

useful

information about the symmetry and structure of the uraniu» centers in diluted
systems have been obtained.

The hyperfine structure studies have been

effective in determination of the nuclear spin, nuclear magnetic dipole moment
and nuclear electric quadrupole moments. The need for using the relativistic
radial parameters in these estimations is now evident.
S t i l l more information can be obtained i f these studies are extendeo
to encompass systematically a whole family of crystals. Tnus, the studies on a
given crystal, for in&cance calcium fluoride, should oe extended to the whole
family of eight-fold cubic fluorides in order to find a closer correlation
between the resonance parameters and the structural details of the system.
Nore advanced techniques such as ENDOR or RDS should be employed in order to
study finer effects such as the pseudonuclaar g-value or pseudoquadrupole
effects. A closer correlation of the data obtained by EPR and other metnods is
also necessary.
Very

useful

information

could

isoelectronic actinide ions Pa (n " 1J * -

be obtained
J»

-

from

a

study

of

Np ( n + 1 ) * - p 0 ( n * 2 ) * or of

the isovalent Pa0* - l/ 1 * - Np"* - Pu1* ions in the same lattice.

Host

Center T

1*1

Hyperftne •tructure
235
7/2)
(
U. I -

ao"* cm"
L1F

Rh2

77

« . - 0.562 ± 0.001
g^ - 0.663 ± 0.001

Superhyperflne
structure

Appendix I. <2)
Comments

Ref.

HO"4 cm"1)

V '• "L" ]/2

[146]

Yll | 0 0 l | . X and Z In
plane (001) at •*» 5.7
from 13101 and IllOl

V *' llT 1/2

[146]

Transformat too matrix
from | H 0 | , | 0 0 1 | , | l l 0 l to
XYZ:
,
0.873 0.07S 0.217
JL~ 0.177 0.846 0.503
-0.146 -0.528 -0.837

g_ - 0.337 ± 0.006
L1F

Rh3

77

g.. - 1.110 + 0.001
f y - 0.637 ± 0.001
g_ « 0.20 • 0,06

L1F

Rh4

77

g x « 0.037 + 0.001

[146]

Z II (0011, X and Y to
plane (110) at 6 • 7.8°
from 11101 and 10101

[146]

X it IllOj. Y II (1101.

AJ ~ 4.6

t y - 0.15 i 0.06
t ţ - 0.643 ± 0.001
LIF

Rh5

77

No

gy « 0.360 ± 0.001

Z " lOOll

gy - 0.328 + 0.001
g z - 0.343 f 0.001
NaF

Ifl

77

g (| - 0.3638 ± 0.0005
g x « 0.5012 t 0.0005

A . - 46.0 1 0.2
A X . 56.5 • 0.2
P

- 76.0 ± 0.5

[l5S], [l5o]
h\

- 6.6

Aj* - 4.5

[157]

Appendix I. (1)
Electron Paramagnetic Resonance data on U
C denotes cubic, TJJ tetragonal, Tr trigonal and Rh rhombic and centers at lower symmetry
Hyperflne structure
Host

Center

(

235

u.i

7/2)

(IO"4 cm"1)
L1F
L1F

LiF

Tfl

Tg2

77

0.333 t 0.001

77

g„« 0.253 ± 0.001
g x - 0.4716 + 0.0005

77

Superbyperfine
structure

No

[146]

A„« 45 ± 1

n - 1. 1^- 1/2

[154], [156]

Ax= 46.5 ± 0 . 5
P = 50. 5 + 0.5

A ţ - 14.3 ± 0.2 [156]
A^» 7.5 ± 0.2
[146]

A^** 5.5

LtF

Til

77

gH= 0.13 ± 0.05
ft = 0.59 ± 0.001

No

[146]

L1F

Tg4

77

g„« 0.326 ± 0.01
g x - 0.362 ± 0.01

No

[146]

UT

Rbl

77

«x ' °* 517 ± °' 0 0 1
gv = 0.387 + 0.001
g_ » 0.20 ± 0.05
Zi

Comments

(10"* cm"1)

n - 2, I « 1/2
gx» 0.587 ± 0.001

Ref.

1, I L - 1/2

[146]

X II |100 I, Y and 2 In
plane (110) at £ - 1 0 . 8 °
from (110) and (001)

Appendix I. (4)
Host

KF

Castor

Tfl

Hyperflns structura

T

77

g„ - 0.169 * 0.001
g, - 0.7256 ± 0.0005

CaF 2

Tr

77

g„ - 0.190 * 0.005
gL - 1.047 t 0.001

C*F»

Rhl

77

< M6 U, I - 7/2 )

Superhyperflns
structura

go"* em"1)

go

A„ - 36 ± 1
A x • 59 ± 0.6
P - 110.5 ± 0.5

n j - 2. l L - 1/2

Ufa*

77

cm" )

A, - 24.0 ± 1
Ax - 66.0 ± 0.5
P - 107.0 ± 0.5

t x • 1*388 ± 0.001

,» 1, t L - 1/2

gy - 0.820 ± 0.001

1

A *- 9.2 at 40"
from 001

gg - 0.860 i 0.001

o - 2, t « 1/2
L

g z - 0.17 t 0.05
Rh3

77

g_. • 1.019 ± 0.001

Rh4

77

gg • 0.640 * 0.001
gy - 2.778 1 0.001
g - - 0.471 ± 0.0Q1

/

[166], [172 ] X aloag |110 |, Z and
Y In plana (110) at
5 - 4 ° from l l l l l
and 11121
[î67], [169] Tranaformatton matrix
from | l l i r . | 1 1 0 | . | 1 1 2 i
to XYZ:
I 0.9964 -0.0553 0.005
0.0552 0.9983 0.005
U>. 005 -0.012 C.999S

No

[ l 9 l ] , [195.] Z ii |110|. X and Y in
plana (110) at £ « 1.8°
from 10011 and JllOl

g z « 0.20 ± 0.05

in

[168], [172] X along |110|, Z and
Y la plans (110) at
o*« 0.7° from | l l l f
and 1112 |

No

gy - 1.064 t 0.001

CaF 2

[158], [198]

p68].[l70]
[1713. [ I t » ]

No

gy - 1.614 ± 0.001

CaF,

Commaota

A j - 2.7

%„ - 0.22 ± 0.05
CaF.

Raf.

Appendix I. (3)
Host

Center T

81

HyperflM structure
835
M

NaF

NaF

TffS

Tf8

TT

TT

( U , I - 7/2 )
go"* cm"1)

(10

f „ - 0.108 ± 0.001

A n - 84 * 1

t ^ - 2. If

f

A

- 58 ± 0 . 5

AJ»

P

• 83 * 0.5

x

» 0.8818 ± 0.000»

f„-0.10*0.01
fA • O.OTT t 0.001

N»r

Rhl

TT

Superajparfla*
•traetare

Commeata

A
1/8

[155], [156]

8.8

1^= 1, I j - 1/2

[160]

A A - 3.1
No

g^ - 0.5804 t 0.0001

[15?]

X II i 1101. Y II 1110 |,
Z II | 0 0 1 |

K» - 0.5840 t 0.0001
g_ - 0.5448 ± 0.0001
TT

NaF

- 1, I - 1/2

gjj • O.T$4 ± 0.001
t y - 0.581 ± 0.001
f_ - 0.382 t 0.01

Rb8

7T

f^ - 0.766 ± 0.001
f y - 0.658 1 0.001
g_ - 0.15 * 0.01

Y ii 10011, X and Z la
plaaa (001) at S - 15.5°
100 and 010

[160]

Y u | 0 0 l | , X and Z la
plana (001) at € - 1.8°
from 100 and 010

A

X " 4.6
A^« 4.T
A

NaF

[l«0]

L

z " »-6

a - 1. L - 1/2
m m
AJJ-3.2

3.8

Appendix m . (1)
Electron Paramagnetic Resonance data on I)
Host

Center

B

CaF 2

Cat'

20

3
(Sf )

Hyperflce structure
g o " 4 cm *)

Ref.

Comments

[1351, [229]
[2S0]

Superhyperflne structure

g„ -= 3.501 ± 0.008
gx = 1.666 ± 0.002

[227]

Superhyperflne structure

g„ * 3.528 + 0.005
g t - 1.875 + 0.005

[219]

g(1 » 3.531 + 0.004
g x - 1.878 ± 0.001

[240]

2P = -2.740 ± 0.005
2Q « 1.793 + 0.005
L'gl

3+

106.1 ± 1
82.8 + 1

4.2

gN =•= 3.533 + 0.002
gL m 1.876 ± 0.0v^

A„ = J64.1 ± 0.5
Ax = 64.8 + 0.5

[274]

CaF,

Tg2(Na) 4.2

g ( | = 2.740 ± 0.003
gx = 2.029 + 0.005

A„ = 108 ± 0 . 5
Ax = 92.5 ± 1

[237 ]. [239],
[274]

Co-doped with Na;
Superhyperflne structure

CaF„

Tg2(Ll) 4.2

g„ » 2.746 ± 0.005
gk - 2.022 ± 0.005

[239]

Co-doped with LI

CaF.

Tg2(K)

4.2

g„ - 2.747 ± 0.005
g t » 2.013 ± 0.005

[239]

Co-doped with K

CaF„

Tg2(Ag) 4.2

g„ - 2.742 ± 0.005
g± - 2.017 + 0.005

C239]

Co-doped with Ag

/

Appendix II. (1)
Electron Paramagnetic Resonance data on
Host

Center

_»PP

T

U*W)

Hyperflne structure
Ref.

A a p p (IO"4 cm"1)
Th0 2

Comments

"2.7

[192]

*)

^2

[204]

a)

[204]

Superhyperflne structure with
eight fluorine ligands

Powder
CaFn
CaF„

CaF„

CaF„

£

8rF

1.4
Trl

Tr2

Tr3

1.4; 4.2

g„ » 4.02 + 0.01
g x « 0.1

4.2

g„ « 4.03 + 0.01
g x * 0.1

1.4

gii » 1.66 t 0.02
gtfi0.1

4.2

g„ « 5.60 ± 0.02
g x < o.i

4.2

gn = 3.238 * 0.005
I , - 0.00 ± 0.15

2

Tr

4.2

BaF„

Tr

4.2

A„ =- 107 ± 0 . 5

[218]
[204]

A u = 234.5 + 1

[218]

Supe rhyperfine structure with
six fluorine ligands

[219], [220 J
Superhyperflne structure with

g„ « 3.27 ± 0.05
gL* 0.0 ± 0.2

[221] . [222 ]

2

gH = 2.85 ± 0.005
gx = 0.0 ± 0.15

[219 - 222]

a)

[3 ! 9 ] , [220]

a)

a) Nature of the oenter not firmly established.

*

flUOrtn

°

llganda

Appendix m . (3)
Host

Center

T

SrF 2

Tg2

4.2

SrF 2

Tg3

4.2

f

Hynerflne atruoture
a o " 4 em"1»

Ref.

Comments

[263], [264]
[274]

Co-doped with Na or K

[263], [264]

Co-doped with Na or K

• 1.3276 t 0.0005
• 2.88 ± 0.01
• 3.163 t 0.002

[262 j

z II (110 r, x In plane (110) at
(15+0.5)° from (110)

3.3.17 ± 0.002
2.115 ± 0.001

[265]

3.233 ± 0.008
2.108 + 0.1

[242]

• 2.824 ± 0.005
• 1.97 ± 0.01

A„« 111.09

Sil* » 1.72"± 0.01

• 2.49 t 0.01
8rP 2

Rhl

4.2

BaF.

Tfl

10-20

Ji
fl(

4.2
«1

LaCl.

Tr

4.2; 20

1.520 ± 0.002

235 - 176 ± 1
235 58.5 ± 0.5
1
235 - 5.5 ± 0.5

4.149
1.520

li

378.6 ± 1 . 2

1

123.6 ± 1 . 0

4.153 t 0.005

H

233
233

[268], [269]

w
P 233
- 9.9

• ScPO.
4
*

Tf

4.2

B„- 1.370
g A - 1.736

[267]

2 LuPQ4

Tf

4.2

g„ « 3.13
Bx- 0.9

[267]

/

Appendix OI. (2)
Host

Center

CaF„

Rhl

T
20

4.2

g
g
gX
g7
z
g
gX
g*

Hyperfine structure

Ref.

Commentr

q o " 4 cm"1)

« 1.38 t 0.001
- 2.85 + 0.02
« 2.94 + 0.01

[259]

- 1.378 ± 0.010
* 2.838 ± 0.008
• 2.927 ± 0.008

[261]

Z II | U 0 | , X II |221 1

Z

g
g*
IT
z
g

» 2.308 t 0.002
« 2.126 + 0.005
« 1.090 + 0.005

[24lJ.[274]

x ii | 0 0 l | . y II | l l 0 | . z lllllOl
Co-doped with Na.

- 2.438 + 0.005
= 2.210 + 0.005
2.119 ± 0.005

[239]

Co-doped with U

g « 2.298 ± 0.005
g X » 2.112 ± 0.005
g* - 1.147 ± 0.005

[239]

Co-doped with K

2.137 ± «.005
2.359 + 0.005
1.850 + 0.005

[239]

Co-doped with Ag

20

g„ - 3.433 ± 0.008
g x --1.971 ± 0.002

[227]

4.2

gu - 3.489 ± 0.0C55
gx - 1.9831 t 0.0005

[262]

4.2

g„ « 3.4882 + 0.0008
gL • 1.9830 + 0.0008

CaF„

Rh2(Na) 4.2

CaF„

Rh2(Ll) 4.2

k
CaF„

Rh2(K)

4.2

CaF„

Rh2(Ag) 4.2

SrF,

Tgl

o

*x

A » 103 ± 1
AX = 82.6 ± 1
A y * 43.6 ± 1
z

A„ = 158.3

[274]

Appendix IV. (2)
Host

e

T

Comments

Ref.

R.T.

1.09

C 18 °]

Linewldth

1400G

R.T.

1.21

[180]

Linewldth

850'

R.T.

1.24

[180]

Linewldth

1600G

7

1.2

[1M]

LiNbO.

R.T.
77

0.727

[3 84]

LlTa0 3

R.T.
77

8» - 0. 773
gj, - 0. 658

[184]

BiNbO,

7

A^O.7

[184]

LiUOg

R.T.
77

2.49
2.57

[185]

Linewldth 1658G at R.T. and 1660G at 77K

NaUO.

R.T.
77

3.49
4

[185]

Linewldth 1296G at R.T. and 1726G at 77K

KU0 3

R.T.
77

2.42
2.61

[185]

Linewldth 1571 at R.T. and 1604G at 77K

RbU0 3

R.T.
77

2.43
2.48

[185]

Linewldth 1641 at R.T. and 1654G at 77K

US

S

R.T.
4.2

2;

4

[289]

UTe3

R.T.
4.2

«;

4

[289]

U0C1*~ complexe»
0

UBrT complexes
o
UOB
MM"
complexes
5
Na

3UF8
3

3

/

Appendix IV. (1)
Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Data on Cenoentratod Uranium Compounds
T

Host

g

Re(t

ThO_ powder

77

1.25.

w

UF 6 L1

77

g„ - 0.801
gx « 0.753

[88], [176]
[177]

UFgNa

77

817
gj. ' 0. 708

Q88], [176]
[177]

UF 6 Cs

77

g„ - 0.928
gx - 0.681

[88], [176]
[l7'.j

UClgRb powder

R.T.

uci 5

77

1.1882

[179]

UClg . SOCl2

R.T.

1.097

[178]

uci 5 .

R.T.

1.11

[178]

PCI 5

(n - C 3 H ? > 4 NUClg

R.T.

UClg . TCAC

R.T.

NOUFg
2UOF, complexes

A» 1 . 1 .

/s/1.1

Comments

U

Trigonal Center

5+
U Trigonal Center
5+
U Trigonal Center.

[178]
Llnewldth 734 G

[l78l

1.095

[178]

0.748

[177]

R.T.

0.58

[180]

Llnewldth

8000G

R.T.

1.12

[l80]

Llnewldth

1200G

1
77

0

UC1~ complexes

Appendix IV (3)
Host
JF,

R.T.
•

g

Ref.

Com mente

g -2.6-2.9
g - 2.1 - 2.2

[280]
p81]

Powder sample

T

I»

ii

i

'

UP4

B.T.

2.15

[»8l]

Powder sample

U0 2

R.T.

2.33

[283, 284]

Powder sample
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The hyperflne radial parameter
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e. "Effective" values [l06]
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Parametrised Hartree-Foek-Slater values [&4l
Dirac-Slater values [25].
Dirac-Fock values [25].
Mixed configuration Dirac-Fock values [26].
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OF

MDF

39.1 133.3 92.47 90.544
24.4

61.64 48.05 47.774
35.64 29.81 29.793
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Figure captions

Figure 1

The splitting of the 5f

configuration in a cubic octahedral

crystal field (interraediate-fielo case)

Figure 2

The parallel hyperfine structure for the Tgl U5*

center l n

HaF

Figure 3

The perpendicular hyperfine structure for the Tgl IT* center
in NaF

Figure &

The angular variation of the two main transitions in the cubic
U3* center in CaF„
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